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The three principles for the classification of finite groups that we are going
to discuss here may be loosely described as follows:

A principal factor of a finite group G is just a minimal normal subgroup M
of an epimorphic image H of G. [Jordan-HSlder’s Theorem deternes the
multiplicity of a principal factor which will not concern us here.] Two struc-
tural invariants may be derived from this principal factor" the structure of
M as abstract group and the group r rM of automorpsms, induced
inM by H.

Typical examples. The group G is nilpotent if, and only if, rM 1 for
every principal factor. The group G is supersoluble if, and only if, every
principal factor M is cyclic of order a prime.

It should be noted as a feature of prtieulr interest that such a class may
be described in essentially derent fasons.

Example. G is supersoluble if, and only if, rM is cyclic of exponent p 1
whenever the order of the principal factor M is a multiple of the prime p.
The point of view indicated here is closely related with Gaschfits’ locally

defined formations.
It should be noted that the structure of principal factor and of the group

of automorphisms, induced in it, are not at all independent. Example"
Such a group of automorphis is cyclic if it is abelian.

Maximal subgroups. We just quote two typical examples" Wielandt’s
Theorem that a group is nilpotent if, and only if, its maximal subgroups are
normal; and Huppert’s Theorem that a group is supersoluble if, and only if,
its maximal subgroups are of index a prime.

Cditial identities. Noting that the only variety [= class of groups,
defined by identical relations (B. H. Neumann)] wch contains so important
cls as the class of all finite p-groups is the variety of all groups, we have

to look for something less restrictive. The follong theorems may indicate
the direction in wch to look: The group G is nilpotent if, and only if, xy yx
whenever the elements x and y in G have relatively prime order. The group
G is supersoluble if, and only if, xy yx- whenever y is an element in
G’ of order a power of p and x is an element in G of order prime to p.

Imrsi. If a class A of finite groups h been defined by defining some
requkements on the principal factors, then this leads to the concept of A-
immersion of a normal subgroup N of G by imposing these requirements only
on those principal factors of G wch are contained [covered by] N.
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Examples. The normal subgroups which are part of the hypercenter are
"nilpotently immersed"; and supersoluble immersion has been investigated
under just this name.

This generalization appears to be justified by the following well known
result" G is nilpotent if, and only if, every primary subgroup of G is "nil-
potently immersed" in its normalizer. Likewise we should quote the theorem
that a group is supersoluble if, and only if, its primary subgroups are super-
solubly immersed in their normalizers.
Every immersion principle A leads us to a class of groups" the groups that

are A-immersed in themselves. It is worth noting that essentially different
immersion principles may lead in this fashion to the same class of groups; see
Remark 7.6, D.

In this preliminary and somewhat cursory discussion we have restricted
ourselves to finite groups only and by and large our results will be most strik-
ing when restricted to finite groups. But for the more general parts of our
discussion such a restriction will not be neede4at all [1, 2]; and in almost
all our discussion of immersion it will suffice to assume the finiteness of the
immersed normal subgroup.

In 3 we prove and discuss a general theorem, reducing immersion proper-
ties of a normal subgroup N in G to the corresponding immersion properties of
the primary subgroups of N in their normalizers [Theorem 3.4].
In 4 a quite simplified type of immersion is discussed" no requirement

is imposed upon the structure of the principal factors and the induced groups
of automorphisms are all required to belong to one and the same class a of
groups. This paves the way for 5 where this class a is supposedto be the
class of finite abelian groups. The type of immersion obtained is subdivided
into subtypes; and the general theory is then executed in some detail for these
subtypes. One of them is supersoluble immersion. Here again more can
be said and this is done in 6.

In 8 quite a different type of immersion is discussed. It stems from the
concept of dispersed groups and shows some new phenomena. The results
of 7, discussing dispersion, prepare the way for this part of our discussion.
We are very much indebted to Dr. Ulrich Schoenwaelder for many a useful

critical comment.

Notations. {"" subgroup, generated by the enclosed subset.
-I-I -I yxoy=x y xy:x x.

X o Y set of allxoyforxinXandyinY.
x’ {XoX}.
So core of the subgroup S in G n .o s

product of all normal subgroups X of G with X

_
S.

Y centralizer of Y in X.
X center of X.
nY normalizer of Y in X.
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)X hypercenter of X intersection of all normal subgroups Y of X
with (X/Y) 1.
X intersection of all normal subgroups Y of X such that X/Y is an e-

group.
G Frattini subgroup of G intersection of all maximal subgroups of G.

factor of a group G epimorphic image of a subgroup of G.
o(x) order of the element x.
o(G) order of the finite group G.
p-element element of order a power of p.
p-group group all of whose elements are p-elements.
p’-element element whose order is prime to p.
pt-group group all of whose elements are pr-elements.

trivial class, consisting of 1 only.
1I universal class, containing all groups.
X Y signifies that X is a proper subgroup of Y.

1. We denote throughout by 0 a class of ordered pairs (I, !) of group-
theoretical properties t and !. This class may consist of one pair only and
it will usually be a countably infinite set.
We shall say that N is a O-immersed normal subgroup of G, in short N 0 G,

if N is a normal subgroup of the group G, meeting the following requirement"

If ( is an epimorphism of G upon H with N 1, then there exists a pair
I, ! in O and a normal subgroup M of H with 1 c M

_
N such that M

is an I-group and H/cAM is a -group.
It is clear that 1 0 G is always true. We recall that H/c, M is essentially

the same as the group of automorphisms, induced by H in M. If 0 consists
of the one pair (I, !) only, then we say (I, !)-immersed and N (I, !) G
instead of 0-immersed and N 0 G.

Finally, we shall term G a O-group whenever G 0 G.

PROPOSITION 1.1. The relation X 0 Y has the following properties"
1 If is an epimorphism of Gupon H, then N 0 G implies N 0 H.

(2) If A and B are normal subgroups of G with A B, if A 0 G
and B/A 0 G/A, then B 0 G.

(3) Products of O-immersed normal subgroups are O-immersed normal
subgroups.

Proof. (1) is an almost immediate consequence of the definition of im-
mersion together with the remark that products of epimorphisms are epi-
morphisms.

Suppose next that A and B are normal subgroups of G with A

_
B and

A O G, B/A O G/A. If a is an epimorphism of G upon H with B" # 1, then
we distinguish two possibilities- If firstly A" 1, then we deduce from
A 0 G the existence of a pair ?I, !) in 0 and a normal subgroup M of H with
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1 c M A

_
B such that M is an I-group and H/cM is a !-group.

If secondly A 1, then a induces an epimorphism X of G/A upon H; and
we deduce from B/A O G/A and 1 B Bx the existence of a pair (I, !)
and a normal subgroup M of H with 1 c M

_
Bx B such that M is an

/-group and H/cM is a !-group. This proves B 0 G.
Denote by a set of 0-immersed normal subgroups of G and let P be the

product of the normal subgroups in !l. Consider an epimorphism a of G
upon H with P 1. Then there exists a normal subgroup N in the set !l
with N 1. From N 0 G we deduce the existence of a pair (I, !) in 0
and a normal subgroup M of H with 1 c M

___
N P such that M is an

I-group and H/cM is a !-group. Hence P 0 G.
We define the O-hypercenter o G as the product of all 0-immersed normal

subgroups of G. This is a well determined characteristic subgroup of G
[since 1 0 G].

COROLLARY 1.2. The O-hypercenter has the following properties:
(1) G is a O-immersed characteristic subgroup of G.
(2) Oo[G/Oo G] 1.
(3) o G is the intersection of all normal subgroups X of G with Oo(G/X) 1.
(4) (o G)" Oo(G) for every homomorphism of G.

Proof. (1) is an immediate consequence of Proposition 1.1, (3). There
exists one and only one characteristic subgroup C of G with h G

_
C and

C/OG O[G/OoG]. It is a consequence of (1) that OG 0 G and
C/OG O G/OG. Thus it follows from Proposition 1.1, (2) that C 0 G;
and this implies C

_
) G because of the definition of the 0-hypercenter.

Hence Oo[G/Oo G] C/Oo G 1, proving (2). --(4) is an immediate conse-
quence of (1) and Proposition 1.1, (1).

To prove (3) we denote by J the intersection of all the normal subgroups X
of G with )(G/X) 1. It is an immediate consequence of (2) that J

_
)0 G.

If X is a normal subgroup of G with O(G/X) 1, then we deduce from (4)
that

XO G/X

_
O(G/X ) 1.

Hence t) G X for all these X, proving ) G

_
J.

(3).
Thus J I0 G, proving

Remark 1.3.
as always

Assume that 0 consists of the one pair (11, ) only where

trivial class, consisting of 1 only,

universal class, containing all groups.

If X is a normal subgroup of the group Y such that X is a lI-group and Y/cr X
is a :-group, then Y/cr X 1 so that Y cr X and X

_
]Y. It follows

from Corollary 1.2, (3) that

)(u. z)G G )G hypercenter of G.
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This may serve as a justification for the term 0-hypercenter.

Proposition 1.1, (1) may be expressed in the form" 0-immersion is epi-
morphism inherited. --Similarly we shall say that O-immersion is factor
inherited, if 0 meets the following requirement"

If N is a O-immersed normal subgroup of G and if T is a normal subgroup
of the subgroup S of G with T

_
N, then T O S.

A justification for the expression "0-immersion is factor inherited" will
be found in the criterion of Proposition 1.5 below.

PIOOSTO 1.4. If O-immersion is factor inherited, then
O-immersed normal subgroups are O-groups and

(b) if A, B are normal subgroups of G with A B, then B O G is necessary
and sufficient for A O G and B/A O G/A.

Proof. If N is a 0-immersed normul subgroup of G, then letting S T N
in our definition we obtain N 0 N so that N is a 0-group. --Assume next
that A and B are normal subgroups of G with A

___
B. It is a consequence of

Proposition 1.1, (2) that A 0 G together with B/A O G/A implies B 0 G. If
conversely B 0 G, then we deduce B/A O G/A from Proposition 1.1, (1); and
we deduce A 0 G by letting N B, S G and T A in our definition of
factor inheritance of 0-immersion.

The group theoretical property is said to be factor inherited, if every
factor epimorphic image of subgroup] of an -group is an -group.
PROPOSITION 1.5. O-immersion is factor inherited, if for every pair I, 3

in O the properties and 3 are factor inherited.

Proof. We shall first treat two special cases and then reduce the general
case to these two special cases.

Case 1. Assume that N 0 G and that U

_
G.

Consider a normal subgroup V of U with V(U N)/V 1. This last
condition is equivalent to U n N V. There exist normal subgroups X
of G with (U n N) n X

___
V, for instance X 1; and among these there

exists a maximal one, say W [Maximum Principle of Set Theory]. From
1 WN/W we would deduce N W so that

UnN= UnNnWV,
a contradiction. Hence 1 # WN/W. From N 0 G we deduce now the exist-
ence of a pair I, ) in 0 and of a normal subgroup K of G with

W K WN

such that K/W is an I-group and (G/W)/com(K/W) is a 3-group. Be-
cause of the maximality of W we have

UnNnWV, UnNnKV.
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Consequently V( U n N n K)/V is a normal subgroup of U/V with

1 V(UnNnK)/V_ V(UnN)/V.

FromUnNnW_ VnNnKwededucethat

V(U n N n K)/V --- (U n N n K)/(V n N n K)

is an epimorphic image of

(U n N n K)/(U n N n W) . W(U n N n K)/W K/W.

Thus V(U n N n K)/V is feor of he -group K/W nd s such i is
iself n 9-group.

Denote by/i he uniquely deermined subgroup of U wih

V C___ R end R/V cv/v[V(U n N n K)/V]

nd denote by S the uniquely determined normal subgroup of G with

W

_
S and S/W o/w(K/W).

Then S o K W so that

[UnS]o[V(UnNnK)] V[U n N n W] V.

Hence U n S R so that U/R is an epimorphie image of

U/(U n S) --- US/S c_ G/S (G/W)/(S/W) (G/W)/co/w(K/W).

But the latter group is a f-group. Hence

(U/V)/ct,/,,[V(U n N n K)/VI (U/V)/(I/V) U/t
is likewise a !-group.
Thus we have shown that N O G and U

_
G imply (U n N) 0 U.

Case 2. Assume that N G and that A is a normal subgroup of G wih
A_N.

Consider a normal subgroup K of G with KA/K 1. This is equivalen
to A K and to K n A A. There exist normal subgroups X of G with
K_ X andKnA A nX; for instanceX K. Among these there
exists a maximal one, say M [Maximum Principle of Set Theory]. From
l MN/M we would deduce A N M and A =AnM=AnKA,
a contradiction. Hence MN/M 1 so that from N G we can deduce the
existence of a pair (9/, !) in O and of a normal subgroup L of G with

ML_MN

such that L/M is an 9/-group and (G/M)/eo/(L/M) is a f-group. Be-
cause of the maximality of M we have

KnA =AnMAnL.
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From K(L c A )/K 1 we would conclude that L n A

_
A n K, a contra-

diction. Hence
1 c K(L A)/K

_
KA/K.

Furthermore

K(L A )/K --- (i c A )/(K A )

(LnA)/(MnA)’M(LnA)/ML/M.

The normal subgroup K(L n A )/K of G/K is therefore a factor of the I-group
L/M and as such it is itself an H-group.

Denote by R the uniquely determined normal subgroup with

M

_
R and RIM ca/(L/M);

and denote by S the uniquely determined normal subgroup with

K S and S/K ca[K(L a A )/K].

Then R o L

_
M and consequently

R K(L r A ) K(A n M) K(A n K) K;

and this implies R

_
S. Consequently

(G/K)/c(/:[K(L n A )/K] (G/K)/(S/K) - G/S
is an epimorphic image of

G/R --- (G/M)/(R/M) (G/M)/co/(L/M).
Since the latter group is a f-group, so is (G/K)/ca/[K(L A )/K].
Thus we have shown that every normal subgroup A of G with A

_
N and

N 0 G likewise satisfies A G.

The general case. Assume that N G, that T is a normal subgroup of the
subgroup S of G and that T

_
N.

Application of Case 1 shows that N S 0 S. Naturally T

_
N S; and

since T is a normal subgroup of S, we may apply Case 2. Hence T S; and
thus we have shown that t-immersion is factor inherited.

LEMMA 1.6. If I and 25 are factor inherited group theoretical properties,
and ifN is a normal subgroup of G, then the requirements

(a) N(,)G
and

(b) N I, 11) G and (1I, f G
are equivalent.

The simple proof may be left to the reader.
Remark 1.7. It is not difficult to construct a such that 0-immersion is

factor inherited [use Proposition 1.5] and a finite group G with either of the
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following properties"
The Frattini subgroup G of G is not part of 90 G.
The [ordinary] hypercenter )G of G is not part of )0 G.

9.. In the present section we are going to discuss the simplifications arising
from the presence of sufficiently many minimal normal subgroups.

LEMMA 2.1. Assume that M is a minimal normal subgroup of G with M O G.
Then there exists a pair (, in O such that M is an 9-group and such that
H/cH(M) [.._ G/Co M] is a -group for every epimorphism <r of G upon H
with M 1 [and hence M --- M].Proof. Because of the minimality of M there exists a pair (9, ) in 0
such that

M is an 9-group and G/co M is a -group.
Suppose next that K is a normal subgroup of G with KM/K 1. Then
M K so that M n K c M. Since M n K is a normal subgroup of G and
M is a minimal normal subgroup of G, we conclude that M n K 1. Since
M and K are normal subgroups of G, this implies M o K 1 so that K co M.
We note M M/(M n K) . KM/K. Suppose next that x is an element

in G. Then Kx belongs to the centralizer of KM/K in G/K if, and only if,
x o M K. But x o M M, since M is a normal subgroup of G. Hence
x o M K if, and only if, x o M

___
K M 1; and this is equivalent with

x o M 1. It follows that

Co/:(KM/K) co M/K.
Hence

(G/K)/cal(KM/K) (G/K)/(coM/K) --- G/ca M.Since the latter group is a -group, so is the [isomorphic] former one.
The normal subgroup N of G is termed an m-immersed normal subgroup

of G, if there exists to every epimorphism a of G upon H with N" 1 a
minimal normal subgroup M of H with M N.

This condition is certainly satisfied, if the normal subgroup N of G meets
one of the following requirements"

(1) The minimum condition is satisfied by the normal subgroups of G
which are part of N.

(2) The minimum condition is satisfied by the normal subgroups of N.
(3) The minimum condition is satisfied by the normal subgroups of G.
(4) N is finite.

PROPOSITION 2.2. If O-immersion is factor inherited, then the following
properties of the m-immersed normal subgroup N of G are equivalent"

(i) NOG.
(ii) If r is an epimorphism of G upon H and if M is a minimal normal

subgroup ofH with M N, then M 0 H.
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(iii) If is an epimorphism of G upon H and if M is a minimal normal
subgroup of H with M N, then there exists a pair , ! in O such that
M is an I-group and H/cH M is a 2-group.

Proof. Suppose first that N 0 G. If a is an epimorphism of G upon H,
then N 0 H by Proposition 1.1, (1). If M is a minimal normal subgroup of
H with M N, then we recall that 0-immersion is factor inherited; and
this implies in particular M 0 H. Hence (ii) is a consequence of (i).
By means of Lemma 2.1 we deduce (iii) from (ii). --Assume finally the
validity of (i i); and consider an epimorphism of G upon H with N 1.
Since the normal subgroup N of G is m-immersed, there exists a minimal
normal subgroup M of H with 1 c M N". By (iii) there exists a pair
(I, !8) in 0 such that M is an ?I-group and H/cH M is a -group. Conse-
quently N 0 G, proving the equivalence of (i)-(iii ).

Remarlc 2.3. Assume that p is a prime and that m and n are relatively
prime integers with 1 < n < m. Denote by ?/the class of all elementary
abelian groups of an order p" with r a divisor of m -k n. Denote by ! the
class of all finite abelian groups. Let N and M be elementary abelian groups
of orders p" and p respectively. There exists a cyclic group I’ of auto-
morphisms of order p" 1 which is transitive on the elements, not 1, of
Nlet F be the field of order p" and let N be isomorphic to its additive
group, I’ to its multiplicative group, acting in the canonical way. Like-
wise there exists a cyclic group I’M of automorphisms of M whose order is
p I and which is transitive on the elements, not 1, in M. Let A M (R) N
and let 1 be the group of all automorphisms of A which preserve M and N
and which induce in M an automorphism in FM and in N an automorphism
in rs. Finally let G Ar be the product of A and 1, formed in the holo-
morph of A.
Then A is an elementary abelian group of order p+". Furthermore, A is

a normal subgroup of G with A co A and

G/co A G/A F F (R) r
is a direct product of two cyclic groups of finite order and hence abelian.
It follows that A (I, !) G.
Next we note that M and N are minimal normal subgroups of G. Since

neither m nor n is a divisor of m + n, as m and n are relatively prime, we see
that neither M nor N is (, ! immersed in G.
The hypothesis that 0-immersion be factor inherited is consequently indis-

pensable for the validity of Proposition 2.2. This leads us to the following
definition"

The normal subgroup N of G is strictly O-immersed in G, in symbols N t) G,
if to every epimorphism of G upon H and to every minimal normal subgroup
M ofH with M

___
N there exists a pair , in 0 such that M is an -group

and Hie, M is a !-group.
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COROLLARY 2.4. Assume that N is an m-immersed normal subgroup of G.
A If N O G, then N O G.
(B) If O-immersion is factor inherited, then N O G and N G are equivalent

requirements.

The validity of (A) is easily derived from the various definitions and
that of (B) is contained in Proposition 2.2.

3. It will be convenient to make use of the concept of the commutator
quotient. We remind the reader of its definition [which implicite, has been
used before]" If X and Y are normal subgroups of the group G with X Y,
then the commutator quotient

(XY) (XY)o set of all elements g in G with g o Y

_
X.

This is the uniquely determined normal subgroup of G which contains X and
satisfies

(3.1) (XZY)/Z co/x(Y/X).

Since X is a normal subgroup of G, we have clearly X o Y

___
X and this is

equivalent to saying X

___
(X.’Y). Furthermore the following three state-

ments are evidently equivalent"

(3.2) Y/X is abelian; Y o Y

___
X; Y (X:Y).

In the present section we shall discuss the special situation arising ia ease
the normal subgroup under consideration is finite and soluble. The basis of
this discussion is the

LEMMX 3.3. Assume that A and B are finite normal subgroups of the group G
with A c B, and that B/A is an elementary abelian p-group and a minimal nor-
mal subgroup of G/A. Then every p-Sylow subgroup P of B has the following
properties"

(a) B AP and B/A _. P/(A n P).
(b) G AnoP.
c ) A n P is a normal subgroup of no P and P/ A n P is a minimal normal

subgroup of no P/ A n P ).
(d) ([PnA]:P) naPn(A:B).
(e) G(A:B no P/([P n A]:P ).
f The group of automorphisms, induced in B/A by G/A, is essentially the

same as the group of automorphisms, induced in P/ P n A by no P/ P o A ).
(g) [G/A]/o/a[B/A] --- [no P/(P n A )]/o,l(pna)[P/(P n A )].

Proof. (a) is an immediate consequence of the facts that B/A is a p-
group and P a p-Sylow subgroup of the finite group B.

Since P is a Sylow subgroup of the finite group B, the Frattini argument
proves G Bno P. Noting B AP [by (a)] and P no P we conclude
that G Bno P APno P Ano P. This proves (b).
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It is a consequence of the remark (3.2) and the commutativity of B/A that

(1) A c B (A:B).

Combine this with (b) to see that

(2) G (A:B)naP.

Next we note that A is normalized by G and hence by no P. Since P too
is normalized by rto P, we may conclude that A n P is a normal subgroup of
no P. To prove the second half of (c) consider a normal subgroup W of
na P with

AnPcWC__PC_B.

Clearly A and W are normalized by no P. Furthermore

(A**B) o W c__ (A:B)o P __c (A:B)o B _c A
so that

(A:B) o AW

_
[(A:B) o A][(A:B) o W] c_ AW.

Thus we have shown that AW is normalized by (A:B) and no P and conse-
quently by (A:B)rtoP G (by (2)). Hence AW is a normal subgroup of
G and AW __C B so that AW/A is a normal subgroup of G/A which is part of
the minimal normal subgroup B/A of G/A. If AW/A were equal to 1, then
W would be part of A and this would imply W __c A a P W, a contradiction.
HenceAW/A B/A so thatB AW. FromW___ P_ B AWand
Dedekind’s Modular Law we conclude now that

P W(AnP)= W

[because of A n P W]. This shows that P/(A P) is a minimal normal
subgroup of no P/(A P), completing the proof of (c).
The element x in G belongs to no P n (A.*B) if, and only if,

xoP C P and xoB A.

Since B AP by (a), and since x o A c_ A for every x as A is a normal sub-
group of G, this pair of inequalities is equivalent to

xoP P and xoP C A.

This pair of inequalities is equivalent to

xoP c_. A P;
and this signifies that x belongs to ([A P]:P). Hence x belongs to
no P n (A:B) if, and only if, x belongs to ([A n P]:P), proving our equation
(d).
Next we note that by (2) and (d)

G/(A:B) (A:B)no P/(A:B) noP/[no P n (A:B)] no P/([P [a A]:P),

proving (e).
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To prove (f) and (g) we note first that by (3.1) the group of automorphisms,
induced in B/A by G/A, is essentially the same as

[G/A]/o/A[B/A] [G/A]/[(A:B )/A]
__
G(A*.B ),

that the group of automorphisms, induced in P/(P n A by no P/(P A ), is
essentially the same as

[tto P/(P n A )/c,o,/(,.)[P/(P n A )]

[no P(P n A )]/[( (P n A ):P ).oP/(P n A )]- noP/([P n A]:P)noP no P/[noP n ([P n A].’P)]

no P/([P n A]:P) by (d);

and combining these isomorphies with (e) we obtain (f) and (g).

TnoE 3.4. If O-immersion is factor inherited, then the following properties
of the finite, soluble normal subgroup N of G are equivalent:

(i) NOG.
(ii) P 0 no P for every primary subgroup P of N.
(iii) If a is an epimorphism of G upon H and ifM is a minimal normal sub-

group of H with M N, then there exists a pair I, ! in 0 such that M is an
i-group and H/cu M is a !-group.

(a) N 0 G for every prime p where N is the product of all normal
(iv) p-subgroups of N.

(b) (N n U) 0 U for every maximal subgroup U of G.

Proof. (ii) is a consequence of (i), since 0-immersion is factor inherited.
Assume next the validity of (ii) and consider a pair A, B of normal sub-

groups of G such that

A c B

___
N and B/A is a minimal normal subgroup of G/A.

Since N is soluble, so are B and B/A. Since B/A is characteristic simple,
B/A is an elementary abelian p-group. Denote by P some p-Sylow subgroup
of B. Then we deduce from Lemma 3.3 and the finiteness of N the following
facts"

(a) B/A
__

F/(A n P).
(b) A n P is a normal subgroup of no P and P/(A P) is a minimal

normal subgroup of no P/(A n P).
(c) [G/A]/co/[B/A] --- [oP/(P A )]/cno./(e.)[P/(P A )].

From (ii) we deduce P 0 ao P. Denote by a the canonical epimorphism of
noPuponH oP/(A P). ThenP P/(P nA) is by (b) aminimal
normal subgroup of H. Consequently there exists a pair (/, ) in 0 such
that P is an A-group and H/,(P) is a !-group. Apply (a) and (c) to see
that

(d) B/A is an i-group and [G/A]/co/[B/A] is a !-group.
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This shows that (iii) is a consequence of (ii). Since N is finite, (i) is a
consequence of the [much stronger] condition (iii). Hence (i)-(iii) re
equivalent.

(iv) is consequence of (i), since O4mmersion is fctor inherited, nd since
N is characteristic subgroup of the normal subgroup N of G nd s such
N is normal subgroup of G.
Assume conversely the vlidity of (iv) nd consider p-subgroup P of N.

If firstly G n P, then P is normal subgroup of G so that P N. Since
N 0 G nd since 0-immersion is fctor inherited, P t nP. If secondly
n P G, then ll subgroups, conjugate to P in G, re contained in the finite
normal subgroup N. Hence their number is finite; nd this is equivalent to
the finiteness of the index [G: n P]. Consequently there exists mximal
subgroup U of G with n P U. Apply (iv.b) to show (N U) U. Since
0-immersion is fctor inherited, nd since P N rt P N U, we conclude
again P 0 n P. Hence (ii) is consequence of (iv), proving the equiwlence
of (i)-(iv).
Remark 3.5. A. The hypothesis, that 0-immersion is factor inherited, has

been used when deducing (ii) from (i); but this hypothesis has not been used
when deducing (iii) from (ii) and when deducing (i) from (iii). This is our
principal reason for inserting (iii) whose equivalence with (i), on the basis of
factor inheritance of 0-immersion, is contained in Proposition 2.2.

B. No use has been made of the solubility of N when deducing (ii) from
(i) and (i) from (iii). But this hypothesis is indispensable when deducing
(iii) or (i) from (ii), as may be seen from the following

Example. Let [ 1I and (= commuttivity) and let just con-
sist of the one pair (1I, ). Furthermore let G N be the simple group of
order 60. Then

rta Plea P is abelian for every primary subgroup P of G.

This property is much stronger than the property (ii) of Theorem 3.4. But
the validity of G 0 G would imply that G/G G is abelian which is patently
false.

COROLLARY 3.6. If O-immersion is factor inherited, then the following prop-
erties of the finite soluble group G are equivalent"

i ) G is a O-group.
(ii) P 0 na P for every primary subgroup P of G.
(iii) If M is a minimal normal subgroup of the epimorphic image H of G,

then there.exists a pair I, ! in such that M is an t-group and H/M is a
!-group.

(a) G, 0 G for every prime p (where G, is the product of all normal
(iv) p-subgroups of G ).

(b) Every maximal subgroup of G is a O-group.

This is just the special case N G of Theorem 3.4.
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The group theoretical property is said to meet the Iwasawa-Schmidt re-
quirement if every finite group whose proper factors are -groups is soluble.
--If in particular is factor inherited, then this implies that finite -groups
are soluble. --The most notable examples of properties meeting the Iwasawa-
Schmidt requirement are nilpotency [Iwasawa-Schmidt], supersolubility
[Huppert] and dispersion [Baer [2]].

COROLLAnY 3.7. If O-immersion is factor inherited, and if the group theo-
retical property 0 meets the Iwasawa-Schmidt requirement, then the following
properties of the finite normal subgroup N of G are equivalent"

(i) NOG.
(ii) P O no P for every primary subgroup P of N.
(iii) If ( is an epimorphism of G upon H and ifM is a minimal normal sub-

group of H with M N, then there exists a pair (, ! in O such that M is
an I-group and H/cH M is a !-group.

We precede the proof of this result by a proof of the following special case"

-t- If P 0 na P for every primary subgroup P of the finite group F, then
F is a 0-group and hence soluble.

Proof. If -t- were false, then there would exist a finite group G of minimal
order with the following properties’

(1) P 0 ua P for every primary subgroup P of G.
(2) G is not a soluble 0-group.

Since 0-immersion is factor inherited, property (1) is inherited by every
subgroup S of G. It is a consequence of Proposition 1.1, (1) and the Frattini
argument, that every epimorphic image of S meets requirement (1) too.
Hence

(1") P 0 nv P for every primary subgroup P of every factor V of G.
Because of the minimality of G we deduce from (1") that

(3) every proper factor of G is a soluble 0-group.

But the group-theoretical property 0 meets the Iwasawa-Schmidt require-
ment. Hence we may deduce from (3) the solubility of G. Apply Corollary
3.6 to see that G is a 0-group. This contradicts (2); and this contradiction
proves the validity of the special case ().

Proof of Corollary 3.7. We have noted in Remark 3.5, B that the implica-
tions (iii) -- (i) --+ (ii) are valid without the hypothesis that N be soluble.
Assume finally the validity of (ii). Then

P 0 nN P for every primary subgroup P of hr,
since 0-immersion is factor inherited. Since N is finite, we may apply the spe-
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cial case (-). Hence N is a soluble 0-group.
3.4 to show N 0 G, completing the proof.

Now we may apply Theorem

4. If is any factor inherited class of groups, then it will prove convenient
to define a )-formation as a class of groups, meeting the following require-
ments:

(4.I) Every -group is a )-group.
(4.II) If H is an epimorphic image of an -group, then H is an -group.
(4.III) If G is a -group, if 1 is the intersection of all normal subgroups

X of G with {-quotient group G/X, then G is an -group.
In other words: A -formation is an epimorphism inherited subclass of

which is residually closed in .
In our applications may be the class of all groups or the class of all finite

groups; and in this latter case the concept of -formation coincides with
Gaschtitz’s concept of formation.

If is any group theoretical property, then G is the intersection of all
normal subgroups X of G with -quotient group G/X. This is a well de-
termined characteristic subgroup of G. Using this concept one may charac-
terize a -formatioa as a subclass of , meeting the following requirement:

(4.IV) The epimorphism a maps the -group G upon an -group if, and
only if, (G) 1.

:POPOSITION 4.1. If L is a factor inherited class of groups and is a -formation, then the following properties of the normal subgroup N of the -group
G are equivalent"

(i) N, G __c )G.
(ii) NoG__C
(iii) If is an epimorphism of G upon H with N 1, then there exists a

normal subgroup K ofH with 1 c K c__. N such that Hie, K is an -group.
(iv) [G/G]/a/a[NG/G] is an -group.
Proof. Since N and G are normal subgroups of G, we have

N o G C_C_. N G
so that (ii) is a consequence of (i).
We assume next the validity of (ii) and consider an epimorphism a of G

upon H with N" 1. If firstly (N o {G) 1, then

1 c (N o G)_ ()G) f)(G).
It follows that

1 (No G)n (G)--- K c_ NL

Thus K is a normal subgroup, not 1, of H which is part of N; and we have
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furthermore (G) _.c c K. Apply property (4.IV) to see that H/c K is
an -group. --If secondly

1 (No,G) No(a)",
then N and (G) centralize each other. Hence (G) c(N’); and ap-
plication of property (4.IV) shows that H/c(N) is an -group. Th we
see that (iii) is a consequence of (ii).
Assume now the validity of (iii); and assume by way of contradiction that

N n G G. Then we denote by the canocal epimorphism of G upon
H G/G; and we see that by (4.IV)

1 G(N G)/G (Y G) N (G) Y H.
There exist normal subgroups X of H with X n (N n G) 1; and among
these there exists a maximal one, say J. From

Jn(nG) (nG)

we deduce 1 c JN/J. Application of (iii) shows the existence of a normal
subgroup L of H th J L JN such that [H/J]/c/[L/J] an -group.
From -the maximality of J we deduce

1 cLn (NnG) KNnH.
The element x in H belongs to (J:L) if, and only if, x o L J; and this im-
plies

xoK (xoL) n(NnG)Jn(NnG) 1.

Hence (J:L) c K so that H/c K is an epimorpc image of the -group
H/(J:L [H/J]/[(J:L )/J] [H/J]/c/[L/J].

Thus we have shown the existence of a normal subgroup K of H with
1 c K N n H such that H/cg K is an -group. Denote by V and W the
uquely deterned normal subgroups of G such that

G V n W, V/G K, W/G K.
From

G/W [G/OG]/[W/OG] HIe, K
we deduce that G/W is an -group; and this impfies

by the definition of G.

and this implies

G_W

Furthermore

v, a
_
v, w

_
G;

i c K V/)G : (G/)G) 1,

a contradiction. Hence N n G
___
DG, showing that (i) is a consequence ot

(iii) and that therefore (i)-(iii are equivalent.
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It is clear that property (ii) is equivalent with

[Nt)iG/i)iG] o [G/)G] 1.

But this is equivaleat to the statement

G/G

_
oo[NG/G].

It is consequence of (4.IV) that the last statemen is equivalent to (iv),
showing the equivalence of (i)-(iv).

Remark 4.2. Condition (iii) of Proposition 4.1 asserts that N is (1I, )-
immersed in G.

The stabilizer N of the normal subgroup N of the group G is the set of all
elements s in G with the property:

(4.) If U, V are normal subgroups of G with U c V N, then there exists
a normal subgroup W of G with

soW UcW_V.

The elements in the stabilizer of N induce consequently the 1-automorphism
in every principal factor of G which is part of N; but they need not induce the
1-automorphism in N nor are they subiect to any requirements concerning
GIN. Thus the stabilizer should not be mixed up with the group of stability
of a normal subgroup; see Specht [p. 88].

LEMMA 4.3. If N is a normal subgroup of G, then N is a normal subgroup
of G.

Proof. It is clear that 1 belongs to a N. Consider elements x, y in a N
and a pair U, V of normal subgroups of G with U c V N. Then there
exists a normal subgroup X of G with

xoXC_UcXC_V;

and there exists a normal subgroup Y of G with

yoYC__.UcYXC__.V.

From the first condition we deduce that

xoY_xoX_ U.

Hence x and y both induce the 1-automorphism in Y/U. But then xy-likewise induces the 1-automorphism in YU; and this is equivalent to

--1xy oYUcYV,

showing that xy- likewise belongs to N. Hence a N is a subgroup of G;
and it is an immediate consequence of the defining condition (4.8) that it is a
normal subgroup of G.
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LE’MMA 4.4. The following properties of the normal subgroups A and B of G
are equivalent, provided B is m-immersed in G:

(i) AnBOA.
(ii) AoB

_
OA.

(iii) A B.
Proof. Since A and B are normal subgroups of G, we have A o B

_
A n B

so that (ii) is a consequence of (i).
Assume next the validity of (ii) and consider a pair of normal subgroups

U, V of G with U c V

_
B. We distinguish two possibilities.

Case 1. V n A
_

U. Then we select W V and obtain

AoW=AoV_ (AoB) nVOAnV UV= W,

since V is a normal subgroup, so that W meets requirement (4.8) for every
element in A.

Case 2. V A U. Then we note that the characteristic subgroup l)A
of the normal subgroup A is a normal subgroup of G and that

1 c U(V n OA)/U

_
UOA/U

_
(UA/U),

since the canonical epimorphism of G upon G/U maps A upon UA/U and )A
upon UOA/U. It follows that

1 # [U(V n OA)/U] n $(UA/U).

If we denote by W the uniquely determined normal subgroup of G with
U

_
W and W/U [U(V n OA )/U] n$(UA/U), then we have

AoW_UcWV

so that W meets the requirements of (4.8) for every element in A.
Thus we have shown in both cases that A B and we have deduced (iii)

from (ii).
Assume finally the validity of (iii) and assume by way of contradiction that

AnB i)A. Then
B n)A c B nA B.

Since B is m-immersed in G, there exists [as is easily seen] a normal subgroup
W of G with the following properties"

BnA W _BnA B
and

W/ B n t)A is minimal normal subgroup of G/ B n )A ).

If a is an element in A

_
8o B, then we let U B n )A and V W in the

defining property (4.8). Consequently there exists normal subgroup J of
G with

aoJ Bn)A J

_
W.
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But since W/(B n I)A ) is a minimal normal subgroup of G/(B n )A ), we
conclude that J W and that therefore a o W B n DA. Hence

AoWBnI)A WBnA A.
But this is equivalent to

1 W/(B n OA ) [A/(B n IM )] O[A/(B n OA )] OA/(B n OA ).

Hence
B n IVi W B n )A,

contradiction proving that (i) is consequence of (iii) and that (i)-(iii)
are equivalent.

Remarlc 4.5. A. The hypothesis that B be m-immersed in G has been used
only when deriving (i) from (iii).

B. When deriving (iii) from (ii) we have proven (4.) in the following
sronger form:

If A is normal subgroup with A o B IA, and if U, V are normal sub-
groups of G wih U V B, then there exists a normal subgroup W of (7
wih

AoWUW_V.

C. We may le A o B in Lemmu 4.4 and we find consequently that

B noB )oB.

D. If we impose in Proposition 4.1 in addition to the other requirements
the further condition tha* the normal subgroup N of G be m-immersed, then
the conditions (i)-(iv) of Proposition 4.1 are, because of Lemma 4.4, equiva-
lent to

(v) G___oN.

COROLLARY 4.6. The following properties of the m-immersed normal sub-
group N of G are equivalent"

(a) G
b There exists a normal subgroup S of G wih G SN and S o N

Proof. It is a consequence of Remark 4.5. C that N oo N
_
Io N. Hence

choosing S o N we deduce (b) from (a).

If conversely S is a normal subgroup of G th G SN and S o N OS,
then we deduce S oN from Lemma 4.4 so that G NS No N.

LEx 4.7. (I) IfN is a hypercentral norlgrp of G, th N o N.
(II) The m-imrs norml bgroup N of G is hyperctral if, and ly

if, N oN.
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Proof. Assume firstly that N is a hypercentral normal subgroup of G.
Consider an element g in N and normal subgroups U, V of G with U V

_
N.

Then V/U is a normal subgroup, not 1, of the epimorphic image N/U of the
hypercentral group N. It follows that

1 IV $[N/U] is a normal subgroup of G/U.
Denote by W the uniquely determined normal subgroup of G with U

_
W

andW/U [V/ U] n [N/ U]. ThengoW__CNoW___ U W___ V;and
consequently belongs too N so that N __c o N.
Assume secondly that N is an m-immersed normal subgroup of G. If N is

hypercentral, then we deduce N

_
o N from (I). If conversely N

_
o N,

then
N N noN

_
by Lemma 4.4 [or Remark 4.5. C]. But the hypercenter and its subgroups are
hypercentral so that N is hypercentral, proving (II).

COROLLARY 4.8. The following properties of the m-immersed normal sub-
group N of G are equivalent:

(i) Nc_.G.
(ii) N is hypercentral and G N N.
(iii) G=N.
Proof. Assume first the validity ofN c__ G. Then

GnN N

_
G;

and we deduce G

___
o N from Lemma 4.4. Hence (iii) is a consequence of

(i).
If (iii) is true, then G NG No N and N G aN implies the hy-

percentrality of N by Lemma 4.7 (II). Hence (ii) is a consequence of (iii).
Assume finally the validity of (ii). Then we deduce N

_
o N from Lemma

4.7 (I) and the hypercentrality of N so that G Na N N. Apply
Lemma 4.4 to see that

N GriN

Hence (i) is a consequence of (ii), proving the equivalence of (i)-(iii).
emark 4.9. Combination of condition (ii) of Corollary 4.8 with Corollary

4.6 produces the condition

(ii*) N is hypercentral and there exists a normal subgroup S of G with
G SNand SON___

which is consequently likewise equivalent to the conditions (i)-(iii) of Cor-
ollary 4.8.

PROPOSITION 4.10. I is a factor inherited class of groups and
formation, ifN is an m-immersed normal subgroup of the D-group G and N
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is an m-immersed normal subgroup of G, then the following properties are
equivalent:

(i) N n G t)G.
(ii) Y o G
(iii) If is an epimorphism of G upon H and ifM is a minimal normal sub-

group ofH with M

_
N, then H/n M is an -group.

(iv) [G/OG]/ca/G[NOG/OG] is an -group.
(v) GN.
(vi) N r G is hypercentral and G (N n G)a(N n G).
(vii) G a(N n iG).

Proof. The equivalence of conditions (i), (ii) and (iv) is contained in
Proposition 4.1. Since N is an m-immersed normal subgroup of G, we deduce
from Proposition 2.2 the equivalence of our present condition (iii) and the
condition (iii) of Proposition 4.1. Thus (i)-(iv) are equivalent.

If we substitute ia Lemma 4.4 [use Remark 4.5, D] as follows

A[B

then we obtain the equivalence of conditions (i), (ii) and (v). Hence condi-
tions (i)-(v) are equivalent.

If we substitute in Corollary 4.8 as follows

and if we recall that N n G is an m-immersed normal subgroup of G, then
we obtain the equivalence of conditions (i), (vi) and (vii), completing the
proof of the equivalence of conditions (i)-(vii).
Remarl 4.11. The immersion requirements ar.e certainly satisfied whenever

the minimum condition is satisfied by the subnormal subgroups of G which are
contained ia N.

COROLLARY 4.12. If ) is a factor inherited class of groups and is a )-
formation, if the )-group G is m-immersed in G and if G is m-immersed in
G, then the following properties of G are equivalent:

(i) Gishypercentral.
(ii) H/cM is an -group for every minimal normal subgroup M of every

epimorphic image H of G.
(iii) [G/OG]/$[G/G] is an -group.
(iv)

_
G.

(v) ,.
This is easily deduced from Proposition 4.10 by letting N = G.
In case the property under discussion is a property of [finite] soluble

groups, it is possible to connect 0-immersion with properties of maximal sub-
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groups. With this in mind we prove the

LEMMA 4.13. If M is a minimal normal subgroup of the finite group G, and
if G/ca M is soluble, then

1 ) M is a primary elementary abelian group;
(2) there exists a subgroup S of G with M n S 1 and G Sea M;
(3) ifS is a subgroup ofG withM r S c M andG Sea M, then M S 1

and S is a maximal subgroup of MS;
(4) if T is a maximal subgroup of G with M T, then

(a) M [ T l and G MT,
(b) M {mr for everym 1 inM,
(c) o(M) [G’TI.

Proof. Since M is a minimal normal subgroup of G, we have either
M

_
ca M or else M n ca M 1. In the first case M is abeliaa; and ia the

second case
M M/(M n coM)

_
McoM/coM

_
G/coM

is soluble. Thus M is in either case a finite, soluble and characteristic simple
group; and such a group is primary elementary abelian. This proves (1).

Because of 1 and .the solubility of G/ca M we may deduce (2) from Baer
|4, p. 650, Lemma 1, p. 656, Lemma 2 and p. 651, Proposition 2, (b)].
Assume next that S is a subgroup of G with M n S c M and G Sea M.

Then S MS T. Let X be a subgroup with S __c X c T.
Then G Xca M and M X, since otherwise T MS c_ X. Hence

MnS_MnXcM.

Since M n X is normafized by X and centralized by ca M, it is normalized by
G; and we deduce 1 M X M n S from the minimality of M. Apply
Dedekind’s Modular Law onS

_
X T MS to see that X S(X M) S,

proving that S is a maximal subgroup of T MS. Thus wehave verified (3).
(4) finally is an immediate consequence of (1) and Baer [3, p. 118, Lemma

1].
Remark 4.14. The requirement that G be finite is certainly too strong; but

it seems likely that it does not suffice to require only the finiteness of M.
Suppose that 3 is a set of positive integers, containing with any integer all

its positive divisors; and denote by ?I I() the class of all finite groups
whose orders belong to . It is clear that this class .I is factor inherited.
Denote, furthermore, by ! some factor inherited class of finite soluble groups
which is residually closed. It is a consequence of Proposition 1.5 that I, !)-
immersion is factor inherited; and it is a consequence of Corollary 2.4, (B)
that (I, !)-immersion and strict (I, !)-immersion are equivalent properties
of finite normal subgroups. It is a consequence of Lemma 4.13 that every
finite (2, !)-group is soluble. Application of Gaschiitz [p. 302, Satz 3.1]
shows, therefore, that the class of finite (t, f)-groups is a saturated formation.
These assumptions concerning I, f we retaiu throughout the remainder of 4.
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PROPOSITION 4.15. The following properties of the normal subgroup N of the
finitegroup G are equivalent:

(i) N ((), ) a.
(a) If the normal subgroup K of G is par of N, and if the subgroup

(ii) S of G is a maximal subgroup of KS, then [KS: S] belongs to .
(b) n

_ .
Proof. We have noted already that ([, )-immersion is factor inherited

and equivalent to strict (2, !)-immersion of finite normal subgroups. Hence
(i) is equivalent with

(i*) N (I, ) G.

Assume now he validity of (i*) and consider
normal subgroup K of O wih K N such ha S is a maximal subgroup of
KS T. ThenS TsohaK S. Denoebyeheeanoniealepi-
morphism of T upon H /S,. Since he normal subgroup K of N is hOg
par of S, i is no par of S, either and his implies K" 1. Consequently
here exists a minimal normal subgroup M of H wih M

_
K’. From

S" S/S we deduce (S) 1 so ha he maximal subgroup S of H does
nog contain M. Since (I, 3)-immersion and srie (.I, )-immersion are
factor inherited, i follows from (i*) ha K" .I, ) H. Since M is a minimal
normal subgroup of H with M c__. K

(a) M is an l-group and
(b) H/cM is a -group.
From (a) and our definition of the class I I( we deduce that

(a’) o(M) belongs to .
Since -groups are, by hypothesis, soluble, we deduce from (b) that

(b’) H/c M is soluble.

Application of Lemma 4.13, (4.c) shows now that

(c) o(M)= [H:S"] [KS’S];

and thus we have derived (ii.a) from (i*).
The validity of (ii.b) is easily deduced from (i*) and Proposition 4.10.
Assume conversely the validity of (ii). Consider an epimorphism of G

upon H and a minimal normal subgroup M of H with M

_
N". Then we

deduce from (ii.b) and Proposition 4.10 that

d ) H/c, M is a !-group.

But all !-groups are soluble so that

( d’ H/c, M is soluble.
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Apply Lemma 4.13, (2)-(4) to show that

(e) there exists a subgroup S of H with the following properties:

M fl S 1, H ScuM, o(M) [MS:S],

S is a maximal subgroup of MS.

The inverse images K M- and T S- contain both the kernel L of
a. Clearly K is a normal subgroup of G with L K NL so that by Dede-
kiud’s Modular Law K L(N n K) with N n K a normal subgroup of G,
contained in N. Likewise T is a maximal subgroup of

KT (N K)LT (N K)T.

Application of (ii.a) shows now that

[(N n K)T: T] [KT: T]
belongs to (. But

o(M) [MS:S] [(K/L)(T/L):(T/L)] [(KT/L):(T/L)] lET:T]

so that

(f) o(M) belongs to .
Recall. the definition of I I() and we have shown that

(f’) M is an ?i-group.

Combine (d) and (f’) to see that N is strictly (I, f)-immersed in G.
Hence (ii) implies (i*), proving the equivalence of (i), (i*) and (ii).

COROLLRY 4.16. The finite group G is an (I( ), .f )-group if, and only if,
(a) [G: S] belongs to for every maximal subgroup S of G and
(b) !Gisnilpotent.

Proof. If we let N G in Proposition 4.15, then our conditions (a) and
(b) are nothing but weak forms of conditions (ii.a) and (ii.b) respectively.

If there existed groups, meeting requirements (a) and (b) which are not
(I, !)-groups, then there would exist among these one, say G, of minimal
order. We note:

(1) Conditions (a) and (b) are satisfied by G.
(2) G is not an (I, !)-group.

If a is an epimorphism of G upon H, and if S is a maximal subgroup
of H, then the inverse image S"- T is a maximal subgroup of G. Hence
[H: S] [G: T] belongs to . Noting (4.IV) we conclude that !H (!G)
is nilpotent. Thus conditions (a), (b) are satisfied by every epimorphic
image of G. Because of the minimality of G we conclude"

(3) Every proper epimorphic image of G is an (2, !)-group.
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G 1 by (2). Consequently, there exist mininml normal subgroups of G.
If A B are minimal normal subgroups of G, then G/A and G/B are, by (3),
both (, !)-groups. Naturally, A n B 1. Hence G is isomorphic to a
subgroup of the direct product (G/A) (R) (G/B) of two (, !)-groups; and
this implies that G itself is an I, ! )-group, contradicting (2). Thus we have
shown"

(4) There exists one and only one minimal normal subgroup M of (7;
and G/M is an (9.I, )-group.

Assume by way of contradiction that the Frattini subgroup CG 1. Then
G/G is, by (3), an , !)-group. But we noted before that the class of finite
(, )-groups is a saturated formation. Hence G is an (I, !)-group, con-
tradicting (2). it follows that

(5) G- 1.

By (5), there exists a maximal subgroup S of G with M S. Application
of (b) and Corollary 4.12 shows that G/co M is a !-group; and as such
G/ca M is soluble. Application of Lemma 4.13, (4.c) shows that o(M)
[G: S]; and the latter number is by (a) a number in } so that M is an gi-group.
We have shown:

(6) M (, !) G.

Combine (4), (6) with Proposition 1.4, (b) to see that G (, !)G, con-
tradicting (2); and this contradiction completes the proof.

ILEMMA 4.17. Every finite minimal normal subgroup M of a group G has
the following properties:
A ) If the maximal subgroup S of G does not contain M, then
(a) MnSo 1;
(b) So= SncoM;
(c) MnS---(MnS)coM/caM.
(d) S/So and [G: S] are finite.

(B ) The following properties of M are equivalent:
M is a primary elementary abelian group.

(ii) Misprimary.
(iii) Missoluble.
(iv) If S is a maximal subgroup of G, then M n S 1 or M.
(v) If the maximal subgroup S of G does not contain M, then [G: S] is a

power of a prime and M n S is nilpotent.

Proof. If the maximal subgroup S of G does not contain M, then
M n So c M; and M n So 1 is a consequence of the .mimality of M. But
this implies that the normal subgroups M and So of G centralize each other
so that So c_ co M. Hence So c_ S n co M. From the maximality of 8 and
M __c S we deduce G MS. Since S n ca M is certainly normalized by S and
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centralized by M, it is normalized by MS G, hence a normal subgroup of G
so that S n ca M

_
Sa. This proves (b).

From (a) and (b) it follows that

(M r S)ca M/ca M
__

(M r S)/(M r S ca M) M S,

proving (c). Next we note that

[G:S] [MS:S] [/:(M S)] <_ o(M);

and the finiteness of M implies that of [G:S]. Applying (b) we see that

S/So S/(S n coM) --- ScoM/coM G/caM;

and the latter group is finite as a group of automorphisms of the finite group
M. This proves (d), showing the validity of (A).
Now we turn to the proof of (B). It is clear that (i) implies (ii) and that

(ii) implies (iii). If M is soluble, then M’ M so that M’ 1, since M is
characteristic simple. If p is a prime divisor of o(M), then it follows likewise
that M" 1. Hence (i) is a consequence of (iii), showing the equivalence of
(i)-(iii).
Assume next the validity of condition (i) and consider a maximal subgroup

SofGwithM S. ThenG MS and

[G: S] [M: (M n S)] is a divisor of o(M).

But o(M) is, by (i), a power of a prime so that [G: S] is a power of a prime.
Since M is abelian, so is M n S; and thus we have deduced (v) from (i).
Assume now that condition (v) is satisfied by M and that the maximal sub-

group S of G does not contain M. Then M n S is nilpotent and [G: S] is a
prime power p’. Since G MS, we have

p [G:Z] [M: (i Z)].

This implies that M is the product of the nilpotent group M n S and of a
p-Sylow subgroup of M. But such a [finite] product is soluble by the Theorem
of Kegel-Wielandt; see Scott [p. 381, 13.2.9]. Hence M is soluble. Since
(i)-(iii) have been shown to be equivalent, M is abelian. Thus M n S is
normalized by S and centralized by M so that M n S is a normal subgroup of
MS G. Since M n S c M, we deduce M n S I from the minimality of
M. We have deduced (iv) from (v).
Assume finally that M is not primary. From M 1 we deduce the exist-

ence of a prime divisor p of o(M). If P is a p-Sylow subgroup of M, then

IcPM.

From the minimality of M we deduce that P is not a normal subgroup of G.
Hence na P G. Since every subgroup, conjugate to P in (7, is contained
in M, the number of subgroups, conjugate to P in G, is finite. Hence [G:ta P]
is finite [and not 1]. Consequently there exists a maximal subgroup T of G
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with no P

_
T. By the Frattini argument we have G Ma P; see Baer

[3, p. 117, Lemma 1]. This implies G MT. Now we note that

1 cPMnroP_MnTcM

[by 6/= MT]. Hence (iv) is not satisfied by M, if (ii) is not satisfied by M.
Consequently (ii) follows from (iv), completing the proof of the equivalence
of (i)-(v).
Remark 4.18. A. If the finite minimal normal subgroup M of G is not

abelian, then we have shown among other things the existence of a maximal
subgroup of G which does not contain M; see (iv). But the abelian groups of
type p provide examples of groups with minimal normal subgroups and with-
out maximal subgroups.

B. It is easy to derive from Lemma 4.17, (B) a criterion for the solubility
of finite groups.

PROPOSITION 4.19. If the property of finite nilpotent groups is inherited
by factors and direct products, then the following properties of the finite group G
are equivalent:

(i) Gisnilpotent.
(ii) If M is a minimal normal subgroup of the epimorphic image H of G,

then Hc, M is an -group.
(iii) If S is a maximal subgroup of G, then S/Sa is an -group and [G:S]

is a prime power.

Proof. If ) is the class of finite nilpotent groups, then is a -formation.
Application of Corollary 4.12 shows, therefore, the equivalence of properties
(i) and (ii).

We assume next that G meets the equivalent requirements (i) and (ii).
Since G is nilpotent and G/G is an -group [as (4.IV) may be applied on
the -formation ], it follows that G is an extension of the nilpotent group
G by the nilpotent group G/G. Hence G is soluble. Consider a maximal
subgroup S of G. Then [G: S] is a prime power, as G is soluble; see, for in-
stance, Lemma 4.17, (B.v). Let H G/Sa and T S/Sa. Then T is a
maximal subgroup of H with T. 1. Since H 1, there exists a minimal
normal subgroup M of H. Since G is soluble, so is M. Hence M is abelian
[Lemma4.17, (B)] so thatM

___
c,M. Since T 1, we hareM T.

Since T is a maximal subgroup of H, application of Lemma 5.12, (A.b) shows
thatl TncM. Hence

T T/[T n c, M] Tcz M/c, M
_
H/z M.

Hence T is, by (ii), isomorphic to a subgroup of an -group; and as such
S/S( T is an -group, proving (iii).

Since is a )-formation, and since the groups with property (ii) are [finite
and] soluble, they form a saturated formation by Gaschtitz [p. 302, Satz 3.1].
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Assume now that G meets requirement (iii). Consider an epimorphism
a of G upon H and a maximal subgroup S of H. Then T S"-1

is a maximal
subgroup of G which contains the kernel K of a so that K

_
Ta and

(T) $6. Hence [H: S] [G: T] and

SS( - TTa
is an -group by (iii); and we have shown:

1 Every epimorphic image of G meets requirement (iii).

Assume now by way of contradiction that (i) and (ii) are not satisfied by
G. Since G is finite, there exists consequently an epimorphic image H of G
with the following properties"

(2) The equivalent conditions (i) and (ii) are not satisfied by H; but
they are satisfied by every proper epimorphic image of H.

If the Frattini subgroup H were not 1, then H/(H would satisfy (ii).
But the class of finite groups with property (ii) is a saturated formation.
Thus this would imply that H meets requirement (ii), contradicting (2).
Consequently

(3) H=I.

Since H 1 by (2), there exists a mlnimal normai subgroup M of H.
If A were a minimal normal subgroup of H with M A, then M n A 1.
ButH/M andH/A meet requirement (ii) by (2). Property (ii) is asaturated
formation. Hence H H/(M A satisfies (ii), contradicting (2). We
have shown:

(4) There exists one and only one minimal normal subgroup M of H.

Suppose that there exists a maximal subgroup S of H with 1 c M S c M.
ThenM SHsothat SH 1 by (4). Apply (1) toseethat S S/S
is an -group. Hence M n S is an -group and consequently nilpotent.
Apply (1) to see that

[M:MnS] [MS:S] [H:S]

is a prime power. Apply Lemma 4.17, (B) to see that M n S 1
or M n S M, a contradiction. Hence

(5) M n S 1 or M for every maximal subgroup S of H.

A second application of Lemma 4.17, (B) shows that

(5") M is a primary elementary abelian group.

By (3) there exists a maximal subgroup S of H with M S. We deduce
M n S 1 from (5) and S 1 from (4). Hence S is an -group by (1).
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Application of Lemma 4.17, (A.b) shows that S n cM 1. From (5*)
we deduce

McM and H SM ScuM
because of the maximality of S. Consequently

H/cu M Sc M/cM __- /[ ncn M] S

is an -group. We note"

(6) H/cu M is an {-group.

Combine (6), (4) and (2) to see that H meets requirement (ii). This
contradicts (2); and this contradiction shows that (i) and (ii) are satisfied
by G, proving the equivalence of (i)-(iii).

5. The considerations of this section are based on the following lemma
which is a collection of more or less well known results. The proof, obtained
essentially by application of Schur’s Lemma and the theory of finite fields,
is included for the convenience of the reader.

LEMMA 5.1. If the minimal normal subgroup M of G is finite, and if
M o G’ 1, then M and F G/ca M have the following properties:

(1) M is a primary elementary abelian group.
(2) F is cyclic [and finite].
(3) If the order o(M p, then r is both the minimum and the greatest

common divisor of all the positive integers n with p 1 modulo o( I).

Proof. By hypothesis M and G centralize each other. Hence G ca M
so that

(2’) 1 .is abelian.

But 1 is essentially the same as the group of automorphisms, induced in
M by G. Hence M induces an abelian group of automorphisms in M so that
M/M is abelian. But M is characteristic simple. In particular therefore
tM i or IM M. In either case M is abelian. Since M is a characteristic
simple, finite, and abelian group, M 1 for every prime divisor p of o(M).
This proves (1).

Let o(M) pr [for p a prime and r a positive integer]. Identify Y with
the group of automorphisms, induced in M by G. Since M is abelian, the
endomorphisms of M form a ring. Hence a ring A of endomorphisms is
spanned by Y. Since Y is abelian, A is a commutative ring; and the group
identity of 1 is the ring identity of A. Since M is finite, so is A.

If a # 0 is an endomorphism in h, then M # 1 and the kernel K(a) of a

is different from M. Furthermore

K()x K(rx) K() for every , in I’.

Hence K(a) is a normal subgroup of G and we deduce K(a)
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from K(a) c M and the minimality of M. But M is finite so that is an
automorphism of M. Since A is a finite ring and every element, not 0, in
A is an automorphism of M,

(4) A is a finite field.

The multiplicative group of a finite field is cyclic. Since 1 is a subgroup
of the multiplicative group of A, we conclude that 1 is cyclic, proving (2).
Every element 1 in M defines a mapping --* t" of A into M. This

mapping is single-valued and additive. Since every 0 in A is an auto-
morphism of M, this mapping is a monomorphism of the additive group
A+ of A into M. Clearly is a subgroup of M which contains 1.
But F A so that is a normal subgroup, not 1, of G. Apply the minimality
of M to see that x M. Hence M __- A+ and this implies in particular

(5) o(M) pr is the number of elements in the field A.

If we denote by h* the multiplicative group of the field A, then we deduce
from (5) that

(6) o(A*) pr-- 1.

Noting that F is u subgroup of A*, it follows that o(F) is a divisor of p 1.
Hence

(7) p 1 modulo o( 1).

The field A contains, by (5), exactly p elements. Mapping every element
in A upon its p-th power produces an automorphism of A whose order is r.
This automorphism induces in the subgroup F of A* an automorphism
of order s _< r. The elements ia h, fixed by ’, form a subfield of A which
contains exactly p elements. But A is spanned by F so that F is not part
of a proper subfield of A. Hence s r and we have shown"

(8) Raising every element in F into its p-th power is an automorphism
of order r of F.

Consequently r is both the minimum and the greatest common divisor
of all the positive integers n with

o for every element in F.

Since F is, by (2), a finite cyclic group, this condition is equivalent to

p" =- 1 modulo o(F);

and this proves (3).
If N is a normal subgroup of G, if is an epimorphism of G upon H, and if
M is a minimal normal subgroup of H with M N, then we say that M
is a principal ]actor of G, contained in [or covered by] N. The group H/M
is essentially the same as the group of automorphisms, induced in M by H;
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and we term it the group of automorphism, induced by G in its principal factor
M. If M happens to be an elementary abelian group of [finite] order
o(M p, then we term p the characteristic and r the rank of M.
LEMMA 5.2. If P is a finite normal p-subgroup of the group G, if G induces

in every principal factor, contained in P, an abelian group of automorphisms,
if lc is a common multiple of all the ranks of principal factors of G, contained in
P, then

(a) the groups of automorphisms, induced by G in the principal factors
contained in P, are cyclic groups of orders dividing pk 1 and

(b) x-1 o P 1 for every x in G with (o(xc P), p) 1.

Proof. Suppose that a is an epimorphism of G upon H and that M is a
minimal normal subgroup of H with M P. By hypothesis H/c,, M is
abelian and this is equivaleat to H’

_
c,, M and hence to M o H 1. Natu-

rally M is an elementary abelian p-group so that o(M) pr. By hypothesis
/c is a multiple of r. An immediate application of Lemm 5.1 shows that

(1) H/c,, M is cyclic [and finite] and r is the greatest common divisor
of all the positive integers n with

p’ =-- 1 modulo o(H/c,,M).

Since ]c is a multiple of r, it follows in particular that

(2) pk= 1 moduloo(H/c,,M).

Consider an element x in H. Then x induces in M an automorphism k;
and it is a consequence of (2) that k-1 1. If y is an element in M, then

pl-- xpk- (pk_l)y y y x yx-and consequently

(3) y o x- i for every x in H and every y in M.

Consider now an element x in G with (o(xcoP), p) 1.
normal subgroups N(i) of G with

There exist

1 N(O), N(i) cN(i-5 1), N(j) P,
N(i -5 1)/N(i) is a minimal normal subgroup of G/N(i).

The element x induces in every N(i + i)/.N(i) an automorphism whose
order is, by (3), a divisor of pk 1. Hence x- induces the 1-automorphism
in every N(i -5 1)IN(i). It is well known and easily verified thst conse-
quently x- induces in P a p-automorphism. But x induces in P an auto-
morphism of order prime to p. The automorphism, induced by x- in P,
has consequently at the same time order power of p and order prime to p
so that x- induces the 1-automorphism in P. Thus we have shown"

(4) x-1 o p 1 for every x in G with (o(xc( P), p) 1.
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This proves (b); and (a) is contained in 1 ), (2).

THEOREM 5.3. If e(p) is, for every prime p, a positive integer, then the
following properties of the finite normal subgroup N of G are equivalent:

(a) G induces in every principal factor, contained in N, an abelian
group of automorphisms.(i) (b) If a principal factor of G, contained in N, is a primary elementary
,abelian group of characteristic p and rank r, then e(p ) is a multiple of r.
(a) G induces in every principal factor, contained in N, an abelian
group of_ automorphisms.(ii) (b) x’(P)-lo y 1 for every prime p, every p-element y in N n G’

and every x in G with (o(xca(N G’ ), p 1.
a N is soluble.
(b) If the principal factor M of G is contained in N G’, if M is an

(iii) / ,lementary abelian p-group, then the group of automorphisms, induced
(in M by G, is cyclic of order dividing pe() 1.

Note. Because of Proposition 4.10 [(iii), (vi)] we may substitute for
conditions (i.a) and (ii.a) the requirement:

N G’ is nilpotent and G’ (N G’),a, (N G’).

Proof. Noting that N is finite and that the property of being abeliaa
meets all the desired requirements we deduce from Proposition 4.10, [(i),
(iii)] that the conditions (i.a) and (ii.a) are equivalent to

(A) N n G’ t)(G’).

If (A) is satisfied, then we have clearly"

(A’) N is soluble.

(A") Every principal factor of G which is contained in N is a primary
elementary abelian group.

(A’) N G’ is nilpotent [and consequently a direct product of primary
groups].

Assume now the validity of (i). It is a consequence of (A") that the
set P of all the p-elements in N n G is a characteristic subgroup of the normal
subgroup N G’. Thus P is a normal p-subgroup of G. If a principal
factor of G is contained in P, then it is likewise contained in N and enjoys
consequently property (i.a). We may apply Lemma 5.2, (b) to show that

(P)--I(B) x op lforeveryxinGwith(o(xcP),p)= 1.

It is clear now that (ii) is a consequence of (i).
Assume next the validity of (ii). We have already deduced (iii.a) [= (A’)]

from (ii.a). Consider an epimorphism a of G upon H and a minimal normal
subgroup M of H with M

_
N n H’. We noted already that N is soluble.

Hence M is a finite, soluble, characteristic simple group and consequently an
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elementary abelian p-group. Every element of order a power of p in M
is the a-image of an element of order a power of p in N n Gr; and every element
of order prime to p in H/c, M is the a-image of an element of order prime to
p in G/ca(N n G’). Apply (ii.b) to show that

()--1xe oM 1 for everyxinHwith(o(xc, M),p) 1.

It is a consequence of (ii.a) and Lemma 5.2, (a) that

H/,M is cyclic of order prime to p.

Combine these two results to see that

H/c M is cyclic of an order dividing pe(p) 1.

This shows that (iii) is a consequence of (ii).
Assume finally the validity of (iii). If the principal factor M of G is

contained in N, then M is finite, soluble, characteristic simple; and this
implies"

(-t-) Every principal factor of G which is contained in N is a primary
elementary abelian group.

Consider now an epimorphism a of G upon H and a.minimal normal sub-
group M of H with M

_
N. If firstly M n H’ 1, then

MoH MnH’ 1

so that M and H centralize each other; and this implies M sH so that M
because of its minimality is cyclic of order a prime. If secondly M H’ # 1,
then we deduce M H’ from the minimality of M. Hence M

_
N n H’.

The principal factor M of G is consequently contained in N n G. Because
of (+) theprincipal factor M of G is a primary elementary abelian p-group
and thus its [finite] order is o(M) p". We may apply (ill.b) to see that
H/cM is cyclic of order dividing p() 1. But then Lemma 5.1, (3) shows
that r is a divisor of e(p). This shows that (i) is a consequence of (iii),
completing the proof of the equivalence of (i)-(iii).
To obtain a formulation of Theorem 5.3 which is more in accord with the

terminology employed in Section 3, let e(p) be for every prime p a non-nega-
tive integer. Then

92,(p) class of finite elementary abelian p-groups with rank dividing e(p),

!,(p) [= class of abelian groups],

O: family of pairs (.I:(p), :(p) );

:(p) class of elementary abelian p-groups,

’(p) class of cyclic groups of order dividing pC(V) 1,

family of pairs 9.I: (p), ! p ).
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If e(p 0 for some prime p, then I(p) is the class of all finite elementary
abelian p-groups and !"(p) is the class of all cyclic groups.

COROLLARY 5.4. Assume that N is a finite normal subgroup of G.
(a) N G, N ’ G and N I G are equivalent properties.
(b) N G implies N Ole G.
c If e(p <_ 2 for every p, then N G and N i G are equivalent properties.

Proof. It is an immediate consequence of the equivalence of conditions
(i) and (iii) of Theorem 5.3 that N G and N i G are equivalent properties.
Since t: (p) and !: (p) are factor inherited properties, we deduce from Propo-
sition 1.5 that 0:1-immersion is factor inherited; and it follows therefore from
Corollary 2.4, (B) that N i G and N 0: G are equivalent properties. This
completes the proof of (a); and (b) is an immediate consequence of Corollary
2.4, (A). --If finally e(p) <_ 2 for every p, then the properties 21e(p) and
:(p) are likewise factor inherited" it is a consequence of Proposition 1.5
that 0-lmmerslon is factor inherited and hence it is a consequence of Corol-
lary 2.4, (B) that N G and N 01 G are equivalent properties.

Discussion 5.5. A. Corollary 5.4 shows that a certain class of immersions
may be defined in two essentially different ways. We shall consequently
say 0 instead of , and 0,. In short,

If e(p _< 2 for every prime p, ther we have

too. It is a consequence of Remark 2.3 that the latter equality does not hold
true without the hypothesis e(p) <_ 2.

B. Condition (ii.b) of Theorem 5.3 is a "conditional identity".
C. If G happens to be a torsion group, then condition (ii.b) of Theorem

5.3 is equivalent to the following more elegant property"

x o y 1 for every prime p, every p-element y in N n G and every
p’-element x in G.
COROLLARY 5.6. The following properties of he finite, solubte, normal

subgroup N of G are equivalent:
(i) NO, G.
(ii) S oe noS for every primary subgroup S of N.
(iii) If S is a p-subgroup of N and if x is an element in oS

with (o(XnoS S), p) 1, then x’0- o S 1; and toS induces in every
principal factor, contained in S, an abelian group of automorphisms.

and that the latter is factor inherited [Remark 5.5, A]. Consequently we
may apply Theorem 3.4 to prove the equivalence of (i) and (ii). It is a
consequence of Lemma 5.2, (b) that (iii) is a consequence of (ii). If finally
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(iii) is satisfied, then condition (ii) of Theorem 5.3 is satisfied by the normal
and finite p-subgroup S of na S so that S 0, na S for every primary subgroup
S of N. Thus (ii) and (iii) are likewise equivalent.

COtOLLARY 5.7. The following properties of the finite group G are equivalent:
-!

(i) G is a O,-group.
(ii) G is a O,-group.
(iii) G induces in every principal factor an abelian group of automorphisms

and
xp()-I o y 1

for every prime p, every p-element y in G’ and every p-element x in G.
(iv) G is soluble and S Oe q S for every primary subgroup S of G.

This is easily deduced from Corollary 5.4 and Corollary 5.6.

COROLLAiY 5.7*. If e(p ) <_ 2 for every prime p, then the finite group G is a
O:-group if, and only if, G is a O’’-group.
This is an immediate consequence of Corollary 5.7 and Corollary 5.4, (c).

PROPOSITIOi 5.8. The classes O, of finite groups are saturated formations.

Proof. Let

e(p be the class of finite elementary abelian p-groups,
xp (P-)--I(p be the class of finite abelian groups u wire 1,

A the family of pairs ((p), ,(p)).

All the classes ,(p) and e(p) are factor inherited and residual so that
in particular they are formations il the sense of Gaschiitz. According to
Gaschiitz [p. 302, Satz 3.1] the class A is a saturated formation. But it is
easily deduced from Lemma 5.1 that zl, 0:’.
Remark 5.9. Naturally 0 0’ ’ and the second definition involves

classes of groups that are not factor inherited.

COaOLLAiY 5.10. If 0 < e(p <_ 2, and if N is a finite normal subgroup of
G, then N 0’ G if, and only if, the following three conditions are satisfied"

a G’ N G’ G’ ).
(P)--I

(b) xp o y 1 for every prime p, every p-element y in iV n G’ and
every x in G with (o(xca(N n G’ ), p) 1.

(c) If e(2) 2, then x y 1 for every 2-element x in N n G’ and every
3-element y in N n G’.

Proof. The properties

N :G,  o:e NO:’ 
of the finite normal subgroup N of G are equivalent because of 0 <:: e(p)

_
2

and Corollary 5.4, (a) and (c).
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If firstly N G, then we deduce the validity of (b) from Theorem 5.3,
(ii.b). From Theorem 5.3, (ii.a) and Proposition 4.10, [(iii), (vi)] we deduce

N n G’ c_C_.

N n G’ is nilpotent and G’ (N n G’)a,(N n G’);

note that finite hypercentral groups are nilpotent. Our conditions (a) and
(c) are immediate consequences.
Assume conversely the validity of conditions (a)-(c). To prove the

nilpotency of N n G’ consider a pair of different primes p, q and a p-element
x and a q-element y, both in N n G’. We may assume without loss of generality
that p < q. We have certainly xy yx [because of (c)] if we have at the
same time p 2, q 3, e(2) 2. Assume next that we do not have si-
multaneously p 2, q 3, e(2) 2. If q were a divisor of p() 1, then
we recall that q is certainly not a divisor ofp 1 < p < q and that
0 < e(p) < 3. It would follow thate(p) 2 and that q is a divisor of
p-t- 1 <_ q. Hencep+ 1 q so that [as p and q are primes] p 2, q 3,
e(2) 2, the case we excluded. Consequently q is prime to p’() 1; and
this implies that o(y) and p() 1 are relatively prime. Hence

{y}

But x and y commute by (b) so that we have again xy yx. Primary
elements of relatively prime order in N n G commute consequently; and this
is well known to be equivalent with the nilpotency of the finite group N n G’.
Combine this with condition (a) and it follows from Corollary 4.8 that

N n G’ __c

Combine this with Proposition 4.1 and Proposition 2.2 to see that

G induces in every principal factor, contained in N, an abelian group of
automorphisms.

Because of (b) condition (ii) of Theorem 5.3 is consequently satisfied by
-!

the finite normal subgroup N of G. Hence N o G as we wanted to show.
Remark 5.11. Let e(2) 2 and e(p) 1 for odd primes p. Then the

symmetric group of degree 4 is an example of a group G with the properties
(a), (b) for N G, though N n G’ G’ is not nilpotent. This shows that
condition (c) is indispensable.

PROPOSitiON 5.12. If e(p is for every prime p a non-negative integer, hen
he following properties of the finite normal subgroup N of he group G are equiva-
lent:

i If r is an epimorphism of G upon H and if She minimal normal subgroup
M of H is par of N, hen M is an elementary abelian group of prime power
order p wiih r a divisor of e(p and H/c M is abelian.
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a If K is a normal subgroup o.f G and K

_
N, if S is a maximal

subgroup of KS, then [KS: S] is [finite and] a prime power p with r
a divisor of e(p).
(b) N n G’ c_. OG’.
a If K is a normal subgroup of G and K

_
N, if S is a maximal

subgroup of KS, then [KS: S] is [finite and] a prime power pr with r
a divisor of e(p) and S/S:s is abelian.

I(b) If a is an epimorphism of G upon H, if the minimal normal sub-
group M of H is part of N, then there exists a subgroup S of H with
[M n S l and H SM.

Proof. In the notation used throughout this section condition (i) is equiva-
lent to strict 0,-Immersion of N in G; in short" (i) is equivalent with

-!(i*) N . G;

and it is a consequence of Corollary 5.4, (a) that (i*) is equivalent with

(i**) g el’ G.

Assume first the validity of (i). Then (ii.b) may be deduced from
Proposition 4.10. Next we note that e,-lmmerson is factor inherited [Prop-
osition 1.5]. Suppose now that K is a normal subgroup of G with K c__ N
and that the subgroup S of G is a maximal subgroup of KS T. Denote by
a the canonical epimorphism of T upon H KS/St. Then S" is a maxi-
mal subgroup of H KS so that K" 1. Consequently there exists a
minimal normal subgroup M of H with M K. Since 0-lmmerslon and
0"-immersion are equivalent properties of finite normal subgroups [Corollary
5.4], and since 0:’-immersion is factor inherited, it follows that M is an ele-
mentary abelian group of prime power order p" with r a divisor of e(p).
From (S) 1 we deduce that M S. Application of Lemma 4.17,
(B) shows now that M n S" 1. Hence

p= o(M) [M’(M n S)] [MS’S] [H’SI [T’SI,

since M is not part of the maximal subgroup S of H. This shows the validity
of (ii.a); and we have derived (ii) from (i).
Assume next the validity of (ii). Consider a normal subgroup K of G

with K c_ N and a subgroup S of G which is a maximal subgroup of T KS.
Then it is a consequence of (ii.a) that [T: S] p with r a divisor of e(p).
Denote by a the canonical epimorphism of T upon T/ST H. Then S" is a
maximal subgroup of H and H KS so that 1 c K. Consequently there
exists a minimal normal subgroup M of H with M

_
K. Next we note that

the property"

(-t-) the group X induces an abelian group of automorphism in every
principal factor, contained in its finite normal subgroup Y,

is factor inherited by Proposition 1.5; and that this property is equivalent with
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Y n X’ DX’ by Proposition 4.10. Consequently it follows from (ii.b)
that H/cnM is abelian. We note that (S)n 1 and that therefore
M S. Apply Lemma 4.17, (A. b) to see that

1 (S’)u SncuM.
Hence

S S’/[S n cu M] _- S c ’M/cu M H/cu M

is abelian; and this implies the commutativity of S/Sr. Thus we have de-
rived (iii.a) from (ii).

Consider next aa epimorphism of G upon B and a minimal normal sub-
group C of B with C

_
N. We deduce from (ii.b) and Proposition 4.10

that B/c C is abelian; and this implies by Lemma 5.1 that B/c C is cyc!i.
There exists therefore a cyclic subgroup E of B with B Ec. C. If the cyclic
group E is infinite, then E C 1, since C is finite. If E is finite, then one
recalls that by Lemma 5.1 the orders o(C) and o(B/c, C) are relatively
prime. It follows that the finite cyclic group E possesses a direct factor F
whose order is prime to o(C) with B Fc C. Clearly F n C 1. This
shows that (iii.b) likewise is a consequence of (ii).
Assume now the validity of (iii) and consider an epimorphism of G upon

H and a minimal normal subgroup M of H with M

_
N". By (ill.b) them

exists a subgroup S of H with

MnS 1 and H SexM.
Then the same automorphisms are induced by H and S in M, so that M is a
minimal normal subgroup of SM. Furthermore, ms mr for every m in
M and M m} for m linM. Suppose that Xis a subgroup with
S X SM. Then we deduce from Dedekind’s Modular Law that
X S(XnM) andthatXnM 1. It follows that{(XnM)S} M;
and this implies

X S(XnM) S{(Xn M)s} SM.

This shows that S is a maximal subgroup of SM. Let T S-1 and
K N n M-1. Then K is a normal subgroup of G, since N and M"- are
normal subgroups of G; and clearly K N. If J is the kernel of a, then
J

___
T n M"- andKJ M-1 because of M

_
N" so that K M.

Assume that Xis a subgroup with T c X TK. ThenS T" c X",
since the kernel J of a is part of T. But S X

_
T’K SM implies

.X SM, since Sis a maximal subgroup of SM. From J

_
X

_
TK

we deduce now X TK so that T is a maximal subgroup of TK. Appli-
cation of (iii.a) shows now that [KT" T] is a prime power pr with r a divisor
of e(p) and T/T:r is abelian. Since the kernel J of is part of T, it is also
part of Tr. Hence

(KT)= SM, T’= S, (TT)’= Su.
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Consequently

o(M) [M:(S n M)] [SM:S] [KT:TI pr,
T/TKr T/[Tr] S/S,av S/[S n C,M M] Scs M/csu M

by Lemma 4.17, (A.b). But

H/cn M Scu M/cn M - S/[S n cu M]

is an epimorphic image of the abelian group S/[S n CM M] T/Tr. Hence

H/cu M is abelian.

Since the minimal normal subgroup M is a finite p-group, it is likewise abelian
[Lemma 4.17, (B)]. Thus, we have derived (i) from (iii) and proven the
equivalence of (i)-(iii).

COnOLLAnY 5.13. If e(p ) is for every prime p a non-negative integer, then
the following properties of the finite group G are equivalent:

(i) G is a Oe-group.

f(a If S is a maximal ,subgroup of G, then [G: S] pr with p a
(ii) prime and r a divisor of e(p ).

[(b) G’ is nilpotent.
(iii) If S is a maximal subgroup of G, then
(a) [G: S] p" with p a prime and r a divisor of e(p) and
(b) S/So is abelian.

Proof. We recall that as a consequence of Corollary 5.4 [and the definition
of 0e in Discussion 5.5, A] condition (i) is equivalent to either of the following
conditions"

(i*) G is a 0-group;
(i**) G is a 0-group.
Restatement of (i*) in explicit form gives"

(i.+) If M is a minimal normal subgroup of the epimorphic image H
of G, then M is a primary elementary abelian group, o(M) p" with p
prime and r divisor of e(p) and H/cn M is abelian.

If we let G N in Proposition 5.12, then we see that either of the condi-
tions (ii) and (i i) is a consequence of (i.+)as matter of fact they are
very weak forms of the specializations obtained in this fashion.

If we choose next in Proposition 4.19 for the class of finite abelian groups,
then we have qG G’; and we see the equivMence of our condition (ii.b)
with (iii.b) together with the requirement that maximM subgroups have
prime power index. It follows tha.t our conditions (ii) and (i i) are equiw-
lent.
Assume next the validity of the equivalent conditions (ii) and (iii). It
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is evident that

1 ) conditions (ii) and (iii) are satisfied by every epimorphic image of G.

Assume now by way of contradiction that G is not a 0,-group. Then there
exist epimorphic images of G which are not G-groups; and among these there
exists one of minimal order, say H. We note:

(2) H is not a 06-group.
(3) Every proper epimorphic image of H is a 06-group.

If the Frattini subgroup H of H were not 1, then HIgH is by (3) a 06-
group. But 0 is by Proposition 5.8 a saturated formation. Hence H would
be a G-group, contradicting (2). Consequently

(4) U-1.

Since H 1 by (2), there exists a minimal normal subgroup M of H.
If N is a minimal normal subgroup of H with M N, then M n N 1.
It is a consequence of (3) that HIM and H/N are G-groups. Since 0, is a
formation, this implies that H HI(M N) is a 06-group, contradicting (2).
Consequently

(5) there exists one and only one minimal normal subgroup M of H.

It is a consequence of (1), (ii.b) and Proposition 4.10 that H/c, M is
abelian. Since H is [by 1 and (ii.b)] soluble, the minimal normal subgroup
M of H is soluble. Apply Lemma 4.17, (B) to see that M is a primary ele-
mentary abelian group and that M n S 1 or M for every maximal sub-
group S of H. By (4) there exists a maximal subgroup T of H with M T
so that M n T 1. Clearly H MT so that

o(M)--- [M:M T]--- [MT:T] [H:T].

Apply [( 1 and] (ii.a) to see that o(M [H: T] pr with p a prime and r a
divisor of e(p). We note that

(6) o(M) pr for p a prime and r a divisor of e(p and HIe, M is abelian.

Combine (3), (5) and (6) to see that H is a 06-group, contradicting (2).
This contradiction completes the proof of the equivalence of conditions
(i)-(iii).

6. A group is termed supersoluble [= hypercydic] if every epimorphic
image, not 1, possesses a cyclic normal subgroup, not 1. It is well known
that the class of finite supersoluble groups is factor inherited, residual and
enjoys both the saturation and the Iwasawa-Schmidt requirement; see Hup-
pert.

Likewise we term the normal subgroup N of G supersolubly immersed in G,
if to every epimorphism a of G upon H with N 1 there exists a cyclic
normal subgroup C of H with 1 c C N.
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THEOREM 6.1. The following properties of the finite normal subgroup N
of G are equivalent:

N is supersolubly immersed in G.
(ii) Every principal factor of G, contained in N, is cyclic of order a prime.
(iii) N is soluble; and if the principal factor F of G, contained in N n G’,

is an elementary abelian p-group, then the group of automorphisms, induced in
F by G, is cyclic of order dividing p 1.

(iv) Every primary subgroup P of N is supersolubly immersed in its nor-
realizer P.

(v) G induces in every principal factor, contained in N, an abelian group
of automorphisms; and

x-1 o y 1

for every prime p, every p-element y in N G and every element x in G with

(vi)

and

(o(xca(N G’)), p) 1.

G’ (N G’),(N G’)

x- o y 1

for every prime p, every p-element y in N n G’ and every element x in G with

(o(xca(N n G’)), p) 1.

Proof. The equivalence of conditions (i) and (ii) is contained in Proposi-
tion 2.2. The group of automorphisms of a cyclic group of order p is cyclic
of order p 1. Consequently (iii) is a consequence of (ii).
Denote by 1 the function, defined on the primes with constant value 1.

Then condition (iii) is equivalent to the formula

Y ’G;
and application of Theorem 5.3 shows that the principal factors of G, con-
tained in N, are elementary .abelian groups of rank 1. Hence N is super-
solubly immersed in G and we have verified the equivalence of (i)-(iii).
We noted before that supersolubility meets the Iwasawa-Schmidt require-

ment; and that supersoluble immersion is factor inherited, may be deduced
from Proposition 1.5. Thus we may apply Corollary 3.7 to show the equiva-
lence of conditions (iv) and (i)-(iii).
That (v) is equivalent to (i)-(iv) is contained in Theorem 5.3, [(ii),

(iii)] and the equivalence of (i) and (vi) may be deduced from Corollary
5.10 [both with e 1].
Remark 6.2. A. Denote by E a simple, finite, non abelian group and de-

note by e the least common multiple of the orders of the elements in E. Apply
Dirichlet’s Prime Number Theorem to show the existence of an infinity of
primes p with

p-- 1 moduloe.
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If p is any such prime, then there exist finite elementary abelian p-groups
N, possessing groups of automorphisms, isomorphic to E. Consequently
there exist extensions G of [their normal subgroup] N by E [= G/N] with
N co N. From E 1 we deduce (G/N)-I 1. Since N is commuta-
tive, this implies

x-1 o y 1

for every y in N and every element x in G. Noting again that N is an abelian
p-group, we see that the second half of condition (v) is satisfied by N. But
this abelian normal p-subgroup N is not supersolubly immersed in G, since
the group of automorphisms, induced in N by G, is not even soluble., This
shows the impossibility of omitting [or essentially weakening] the first half of
condition (v).

B. Suppose that N is a finite normal subgroup of G and that principal
factors of G which are contained in N are never abelian. Then the second
half of condition (iii) is trivially satisfied [by default]; and this puts in evi-
dence the impossibility of omitting in (iii) the requirement that N be soluble.

C. For further criteria for supersoluble immersion see Baer [1].

COROLLARY 6.3. The following properties of the finite group G are equivalent:
G is supersoluble.

(ii) Every principal factor of G is cyclic of order a prime.
(iii) G is soluble; and if the principal factor F of G [is contained in

and] is an elementary abelian p-group, then the group of automorphisms, in-
duced in F by G, is cyclic of order dividing p 1.

(iv) Every primary subgroup of G is supersolubly immersed in its normalizer.
(V) X:p-10 y 1 for every prime p, every p-element y in G’ and every pr.

element x in G.

This is the special case of Theorem 6.1, obtained by letting N G; note
that the first half of Theorem 6.1, (vi) reduces to the trivial condition G’
--For the equivalence of conditions (i) and (iv) of this corollary see earlier
Baer [1, p. 366, Theorem 4.1] and BerkoviS.

7. Denote by t a partial order of the primes. If the prime p is, under this
partial order , a predecessor of the prime q, then we say p q; and this rela-
tion is subject to the rules

pp, pq and qr imply pr.
It will be convenient to term the set of primes a -segment, if x belongs to
whenever there exists a prime y in with x y.
The finite group G is termed -dispersed, if for every -segment the set

G, of g-elements in G is a characteristic subgroup of G.
Furthermore for every prime p

l(p) the class of all finite elementary abelian p-groups,
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!(p) the class of all finite groups whose orders are divisible only by p
and the primes x with p x.

Finally let A be the family of pairs (/(p), (p)).
Since the properties I(p) and f(p) are inherited by subgroups, epimor-

phic images and direct products, we deduce from Proposition 1.5 that

(7.1) A-immersion is factor inherited

and it is a consequence of Gaschiitz [p. 302, Satz 3.1] that

(7.2) the class of finite A-groups is a saturated formation.
Next we note the

POPOSITION 7.3. The finite group G is a A-group if, and only if, G is
-dispersed.

For a proof cp. Baer [2, p. 3, Satz 1.1].

COROLLARY 7.4. A meets the Iwasawa-Schmidt requirement.

This is, by Proposition 7.3, equivalent to the theorem that a finite group is
soluble, if its proper subgroups are -dispersed; see Baer [2, p. 6, Bemerkung
2.2].

PROPOSITION 7.5. The following properties of the finite normal subgroup N of
G are equivalent"

(i) NG.
(ii) If is an epimorphism of the subgroup S of G upon a finite group H,

if H/[S n N] is a finite -dispersed group, then H is -dispersed.
(i i) N At {N, g} for every g in G.
(iv) If P is a primary subgroup of N, then P 5 naP.
This is a slight extension of Baer [2, p. 21/22, Zusatz 4.5 and p. 17, Satz

4.1]. Note that here G neednot be finite.

Proof. Assume first that N At G. Then we deduce from (7.1) that

IS n N]" H,
whenever is an epimorphism of the subgroup S of G upon H. If further-
more H/IS n N] is a finite -dispersed group, then H is finite, since N is
finite, and H/IS n N] is a At-group by Proposition 7.3. From

IS n N] h H and H/[S n N] A H/[S n N]

and (7.1) together with Proposition 1.4, (b) we deduce

H AH.
Since H is finite, we may apply Proposition 7.3 to prove that H is -dispersed.
Hence (ii) is a consequence of (i).
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Assume next the validity of (ii). Consider an element g in G. Since N
is finite, g induces in N an automorphism of positive order n. Then gn is
centralized by N and g so that gn belongs to /N, g}. Since N is finite, there
exists a positive multiple m of n such that

and {gin} {N, g}.

Denote by a the canonical epimorphism of {N, g} upon H {N, g}/{g’}.
Since m is positive, H is finite and

H/N [{N, g}/{g’}]/[{N, g}/{g}] {N, g}/{N, g’} N{g}/N{g}

is a finite cyclic group and hence 8-dispersed. Application of condition (ii)
shows that H is 8-dispersed; and this is equivalent to H A H by Proposition
7.3. Application of (7.1) shows N A H. From {g} {N, g} we deduce
{g} A {N, g}. By a combination of (7.1) and Proposition 1.4, (b) we ob-
tain {N, g} A {N, g}; and this implies N A {N, g} by (7.1). Hence (iii) is a
consequence of (ii).
That (i) is a consequence of (iii), is easily [and directly] verified. Hence

(i)-(iii) are equivalent, mBecause of Corollary 7.4 we may apply Corollary
3.7 to prove the equivalence of (i) and (iv), completing the proof.
Remart 7.6. /k. Condition (ii) implies in particular that N itself is 8-

dispersed and hence soluble.
B. Noting that NS/N S/(S n N) is 8-dispersed whenever S is 8-

dispersed one deduces from (ii) the prima facie weaker condition:

(ii*) If S is a finite 8-dispersed subgroup of G, then NS is 8-dispersed.

In case G is a torsion group, (iii) is an immediate consequence of (ii*).
Hence (ii*) is equivalent to (i)-(iv), provided G is a. torsion group. But
without this condition it is very easy to construct examples showing that (ii*)
is actually weaker.

C. Denote by E a finite, non-abelian, simple group and by p a prime, not
dividing o(E). Let 8 be any partial ordering of the primes such that p 8 x
for every prime divisor x of o(E). There exists a finite elementary abelian
p-group N such that E is [isomorphic to] a group of automorphisms of N.
Form G EN in the holomorph of N. Then N is a normal subgroup of G
and clearly N A G. But G/ca N - E is simple, non-abelian and therefore
certainly not 8-dispersed.

D. The remark C suggests the following variation of . Let

(p) [(p) for every prime p,

!(p) class of 8-dispersed !(p)-groups for every prime p;

and let A be the family of pairs (2(p), !(p)). Then N A G implies
N 5 G, though the converse is, by C, in general false. A-lmmerson is,
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by Proposition 1.5, factor inherited. From Proposition 7.3 one deduces easily
that a finite group G is -dispersed if, and only if, G is a A-group. Using
Proposition 1.4, (b) one may prove that the finite normal subgroup N of G is
-lmmersed in G if, and only if, N h G and G/ca N is -dispersed.
Thus we see that the following three classes of finite groups are identical"

A-groups; A-groups; -dispersed groups.

But in general A-immersion and A-immersion of finite normal subgroups are
different relations. In other words: different immersion concepts may define
the same class of finite groups.

$. The following considerations shall provide an extension of the methods
of 5, suitable for application in the situation considered in 4. The basis of
this discussion is the following

:LEMMA 8.1. If the property of finite groups is epimorphism inherited, and

if G is a group, meeting the requirement"

(8.1.) H/H is an -group for every epimorphic image H of G,

then G has the following properties:
A ) (G) G for every homomorphism a of G.
(B) The following properties of the prime p and the finite normal subgroup

N of G are equivalent"
(i If is an epimorphism of G upon H, ifM is a minimal normal subgroup

ofH with M

_
N and p a divisor of the order o(M), thenH/M is an -group.

(ii) If S 1 is a p-subgroup ofN n G, then S IS o G}.
(iii) If A, B are normal subgroups of G with A c B N G, if B/A

is a minimal normal subgroup of G/A, and if p is a divisor of [B’A], then

G
_

(A*.B).
(iv) If A, B are normal subgroups of G with A B

_
N, if B/A is a

minimal normal subgroup of G/A, and if p is a divisor of [B’A], then
G (A:B ).

(a) N n G is p-soluble.
(v) (b) If is an epimorphism of G upon H, if P is a normal p-subgroup

"[of H with P N n H, then P

_
OH.

Terminological reminder. The finite group X is p-soluble for p a prime,
if every principal factor of X is either a p-group or a p’-group.

Proof. If is an epimorphism of G upon H, then induces an epimorphism
of the -group G/G upon H/(G). Since is epimorphism inherited,
HI G) is likewise an -group; and this implies H

___
G).

--1

By (8.1.), the group HIgH is an -group. Let J (H)" be the
inverse image of H. This is a normal subgroup of G with G/J HIGH.
Hence G/J is an -group so that G

_
J. Consequently (G) J H,

completing the proof of (A).
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The following well known auxiliary proposition will be needed below-

(8.1.1) If X is a subgroup of the group Y, then {X o Y} {Xr} o Y} is a
normal subgroup of Y.

The proof may be indicated for the convenience of the reader.
element in X and a, b are elements in Y, then

x a (x b)-l(x ab-lb)

Ii x is an

belongs to {X o Y}; see, or instance M. Hall [p. 150, (10.2.1.3)]. It follows
that {X Y} {{Xr} o Y}; and this is a normal subgroup of Y, since {Xr} is a
normal subgroup of Y.
To prove (B), consider a prime p and a finite normal .subgroup N of G.

Assume the validity of (i) and suppose that S is a p-subgroup with 1 c S

_
N.

Let B Sa}. This is a normal subgroup of G with I c S

_
B

_
N. Among

the normal subgroups X of G with X c B there exists a maximal one, say A,
since B

_
N is finite. Then B/A is a minimal normal subgroup of G/A.

Clearly B/A N/A. If S were contained in A, then Sa}
_
A B S},

a contradiction. Hence S A and this is equivalent to 1 c ASIA B/A.
But ASIA

__
S/(A n S) is a p-group. Hence p is a divisor of [B’A]. Ap-

plication of (i) [with z the canonical epimorphism of G upon G/A] shows that
[G/A]/c/[B/A] is an -group. It follows that B/A is centralized by (G/A ).
Apply (A) to see that

(G/A AG/A
and it follows that

SoG BoG _A.

Hence {SoG}

___
A. We noted and used before that S A. Hence a

fortiori S {S G}. This proves (ii) in the slightly stronger form"

(ii*) If S i is a p-subgroup of N, then S IS o G}.

Assume next the validity of (ii) and consider normal subgroups A, B of G
with the following properties"

A BNnG,

B/A is a minimal normal subgroup of G/A,

p is a divisor of [B’A].

There exist normal subgroups X of G with B AX [like X B] and among
these there exists a minimal one, say L, since B N is finite. From

B/A AL/A
_
L(A L)

we deduce that [L’A L] [B" A] is a multiple of p. If S is a p-Sylow sub-
group of L, then A L )S/ A L) is a p-Sylow subgroup of L/ A n L which
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is different from 1. Hence S A n L. Clearly {S} __c L . B. Since
SAnL, butSn, wehaveS Aso{S} dandA A{S} B.
From the minimality of B/A we deduce B A{ S} and from the mini-
mality of L combined with {S}

___
L we deduce L {S}. Since

S c__ L c__ B

_
N a G, application of (ii) gives

S {SoG} {{S}oG} {LonG}

by (8.1.1). It follows that, {L G} does not contain L. But L is normal
subgroup. Hence {L o G} c L. Because of the minimlity of L nd the
normality of {L G} we hve

A A{Lo {G} c B AL;

and this implies A A{L o qdG} because of the minimality of B/A. Hence
L o G c_ A; and this implies

BorG-- (AL) G C_ A(Lo G) A

so that G __c (A:B )" we have deduced (iii) from (ii).
Assume next the validity of (iii) and consider normal subgroups A, B of

G with the properties"
A cB C_N,

B/A is a minimal normal subgroup of G/A,

p is a divisor of [B’A].

Casel. B_AG. ThenU=AnGandV BnGarenormalsub-
groups of G with U

_
V _c N n G. Application of Dedekind’s Modular

Law shows B A[B n G] AV and

B/A AV/A --- V/(V n A V/U

so that in particular p is a divisor of [V" U] [B" A]. If X is a normal sub-
group of G with U c__ X

_
V, then A cc_. AX c_ AV B. We deduce from

the minimality of B/A that A AX or B AX. In the first case we have
X c_ A so that X U;and in the second case we have [by Dedekind’s Modu-
lar Law]

V BnG AXnG X(AnG) XU= X.

Consequently V/U is a minimal normal subgroup of G/U with
U c V c_ N n G. Thus (iii)is .applicable, proving G c_ (U:V). This
is equivalent to V G U. Consequently

Borg AV o G A V o G C_. A U A

so that G c_ (A.*B).
Case 2. B AG. We haveA

___
B nAG

_
B and because of the

minimality of B/A we have A B n AG or B B n AG. The second
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alternative is ruled out in our Case 2. Hence

A BhAnG A(BnG)

by Dedekind’s Modular Law. Consequently

BoGC_C_BnG_A and hence Gc_C_ (A:B).

This completes the derivation of (iv) from (iii).
Assume next the validity of (iv). In order to derive (i) we consider normal

subgroups J, L of G with the following properties"

j c L c_ JN,
L/J is a minimal normal subgroup of G/J,

p is a divisor of [L" J].

Let A J n N and B L n N. These are normal subgroups of G with the
following properties"

A C_BC_N;

L JB,

B/A (i n N)/(J n N) J(L n N)/J L/J
by Dedekind’s Modular Law. Hence

p is a divisor of [B’A] [L’J] so that A CB;

and one verifies as usual that

B/A is a minimal normal subgroup of G/A.
Consequently (iv) is applicable so that G

_
(A:B); and this is equivalent to

Borg

_
A.

Hence

so that by (A)
Long JB o G C_ J B o G c__ JA J

(G/J) JG/J c_. c(/j(L/J).

Hence [G/J]/.a/j[L/J] is an -group by (8.1.) and the fact that is epi-
morphism inherited. Thus (i) is a consequence of (iv); and we have proven
the equivalence of conditions (i)-(iv).
Assume next the validity of the equivalent conditions (i)-(iv). Consider

normal subgroups A, B of G such that

A B

_
NnG

B/A is a minimal normal subgroup of G/A,

p is a divisor of [B" A].
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Apply (iii) to see that G (A:B). Hence

BoB Borg A

so that B/A is abelian. Since B/A is characteristic simple, finite, abelian,
and the order of B/A is divisible by p, it follows that B/A is aa elementary
abelian p-group. Thus we have showa that a principal factor of G which is
contained in N G is either a p-group or of order prime to p; and the p-
solubility of N a G is an esy consequence.

Consider next au epimorphism a of G upon H and a normal p-subgroup P
of H with P

_
N n H. We note that property (i) is, mutatis mutandis,

inherited by all epimorphic images of G. It follows that (ii) is satisfied by
the finite normal subgroup N of H. Define inductively P by

P P0, /Pi H} Pi+l.
Since P is a normal subgroup of H, all the P are normal subgroups of H and
we have

P P0PI_ P__.P+I___

Since P is finite, this chain terminates after a finite number of steps. Hence
there exists a positive integer/ such that

P P+I {P o H}.

Since P is a p-group and N meets requirement (ii), since P

_
P

_
N n H,

it follows that Pk 1. We deduce by complete induction that P_

_
i H.

Hence P P0

___
H

_
)H. Thus we have deduced (v) from (i)-(iv).

Assume the validity of (v) and consider normal subgroups A, B of G with
the properties"

A cB_NnG,

B/A is minimal normal subgroup of G/A,

p is a divisor of [B’A].

Since N n G is p-soluble by (v.a), it follows that B/A is a p-group. We
deduce B/A

_
)(G/A) from (v.b). Since B/A 1, this implies

1 (B/A) n (G/A ); and because of the minimality of B/A we obtain

B/A (G/A ).

This is, by (A), equivalent to

AG/A (G/A

_
ca.(B/A ),

BoG_BoAGA and hence G (A:B).

Thus we have derived (iii) from (v) and proven the equivalence of (i)-(v).
Discussion 8.2 [of Lemma 8.1]. A. It is clear that (iv) is just a weak form
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of (i) and (iii) a weak form of (iv). Hence condition (iv) could be dispensed
wit,h; it has been inserted mainly for convenience during the proof.

B. The requirement (8.1.) is certainly satisfied by G, if
(a) G/(X n Y) is an -group whenever G/X and G/Y are -groups and if
(b) the minimum condition is satisfied by the normal subgroups of G.
C. For the purposesof our proof we could substitute for (8.1.) the follow

ing weaker requirement"
IfH is an epimorphic image of G, if H is the intersection of all normal sub-

groups X of H with H/X a finite -group, then H/H is an -group.
D. To put condition (ii) into a more striking form, define inductively

()S for S a subgroup of G by

The ()S form a descending chain of subgroups of S.
Now one sees without any difficulty that condition (ii) is by (ii*) equivalent

to the following requirement"

(ii**) ()S i for almost all i whenever S is a p-subgroup of N.
E. If a is an epimorphism of G upon H, and if the kernel of a is contained

in N, then

(8.2.I!) (N n S) N n S for every subgroup S of G.

This is easily verified, since an element in N n S has the form d n s
with n and s .in N and S respectively, and since s (sn-)n with sn- in the
kernelof a and hence in hr. Combine (8.2.E) and Lemma 8.1, (A) to find

(NnG)= Nns.
After these preparations one sees the identity of condition (iii) with the fol-
lowing property:

(iii*) If is an epimorphism of G upon H, if the kernel of is part of N, if
M is a minimal normal subgroup of H with M

_
N n H, and if o(M) is a

multiple of p, then H/c M is an -group.
F. Conditions (iv) and (iii) put into evidence the fact that the finite

normal subgroup N of G meets the equivalent requirements (i)-(v) if, and
only if, these conditions (i)-(v) are satisfied by N n G.
PROPOSITION 8.3. Assume that I, and ! are for every prime p properties of

finite groups, that I-groups, not 1, are of order a multiple of p, and that every
!, is epimorphism inherited. Assume furthermore that the group G meets the
following requirement:

(8.3 -t- ) IfH is an epimorphic image of G, and if p is a prime, then H/r H
is a !-group.
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Then the following properties of the finite normal subgroup N of G are equiva-
lent:

(i If is an epimorphism of G upon H, ifM is a minimal normal subgroup
of H with M N and if p is a divisor of o(M), then M is an 2-group and
H/, M is a -group.

(a if the principal factor M of G is contained in N, and if p is a
(ii) divisor of o(M ), then M is an t-group.

(b) If S is a p-groupwith l S N ! G, then S
(a) If the principal factor M of G is contained in N, and if p is a
divisor of o(M), then M is an 1-group.

(iii) (b) /f the kernel of the epimorphism of G upon H is contained in
N, and ifM is a minimal normal subgroup ofH with M

_
N !H

and if o(M) is a multiple of p, then H/c, M is a !,-group.
(a If the principal factor M of G is contained in N, and if p is a
divisor of o(M), then M is an I-group.

(iv) (b) N ! G is p-soluble for every prime p.
c ) If is an epimorphism of G upon H, if P is a normal p-subgroup

of H with P

_
N !H, then P

_
!, H.

This is immediately deduced from Lemma 8.1, (B) and Discussion 8.2, ].
If we denote by 0 the family of ordered pairs (t, !), then condition (i)

of Lemma 8.1, (B) implies N 0 G, though the converse cannot be expected to
be true in general. Thus we shall say that N is prime directed O-immersed in G
whenever the equivalent conditions (i)-(iv) of Proposition 8.3 are satisfied
by N. If, however, N is soluble, then 0-immersioa in the strict sense and
prime directed 0-immersion are identical properties of N. By application of
Theorem 3.4 one obtains the

COROLLARY 8.4. Assume that I and !, are for every prime p properties of
finite groups and that every is epimorphism inherited. Assume furthermore
that 0 is the family of ordered pairs I, !) and that O-immersion is factor
inherited. If the group G meets requirements (8.3.-t-), then the following prop-
erties of the soluble finite normal subgroup N of G are equivalent"

(i) NG.
(ii) /f is a p-subgroup of N, then
a every principal factor of P which is contained in P is an I-group and
(b) P )fG.
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